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Chapter 1

Introduction

The cytoskeleton is the major determinant of the cell’s mechanical properties
and its shape [1, 2]. The cytoskeleton is composed of three kinds of large fil-
aments – microtubules, intermediate filaments and (filamentous) actin – plus
a vast number of different proteins that interact with these filaments [2]. Es-
pecially actin has been identified to be a prominent factor in cell motility, cell
division, and in adaptation, changes and conservation of the cell shape [1, 3–7]
(a microscopy image of actin in a cell is shown in figure 1.1). As such, actin is the
subject of many studies with the aim to gain more insights into its mechanical
properties, and the interplay between actin and the vast family of actin binding
proteins [1, 8].
Increasingly, experimental studies are being complemented by computer sim-

ulations of actin and actin networks [9–16]. For example, simulations aided in
better understanding the effect of myosin motors (proteins that can bind to and
actively exert forces onto actin filaments) on filament orientation [17], the in-
fluence of cross-links on viscoelastic properties of actin networks [12, 18], and
how the interplay of cross-links and myosin motors impact actin filament bun-
dles [19]. The majority of simulation studies uses coarse-grained particle sim-
ulations to replicate the dynamics of actin filaments and networks [10–12, 14–
17]. In contrast to (molecular dynamic) simulations that explicitly contain co-
ordinates of all atoms of simulated proteins, in coarse-grained simulations one
particle represents tens to thousands of atoms. Many of these actin simulation
studies employ frameworks like cytosim [11], MEDYAN [14] or AFINES [15].
The means of distributing open-source software are fairly standardized1, and
simulation softwares can nowadays be installed and run on widely available
personal computers. Thus, versatile simulation frameworks have become re-
search tools that can easily be shared, used and improved across many depart-
ments and laboratories. Furthermore, public availability of simulation code is
beneficial for the reproducibility of results.
Since actin in its natural environment in living cells is only one out of a magni-
tude of components with complex biochemical interactions, actin is often stud-
ied in vitro in isolated model systems (see example in figure 1.1). These model
systems include motility assays [20, 21], reconstituted homogeneous networks

1Commonly available on collaboration platforms like github.com, gitlab.com, or via
programming-language specific package managers.
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Figure 1.1: Actin is studied in different systems: in vivo in living cells (left), in
vitro in reconstituted networks (center) and in silico in simulations (right). Im-
age credits: (Left) Xiaowei Zhuang and National Insistutes of Health (NIH),
licensed with CC BY-NC-SA 2.0. (Center) Image kindly provided by Helen
Nöding.

[22–24], cortex-like networks attached to membranes [25, 26] and networks con-
fined in droplets [27, 28]. To probe mechanical and viscoelastic properties of
actin networks in these model systems, some common techniques are rheome-
try [22, 23], microrheology (rheological measurements performed with micro-
spheres embedded in the networks) [26], atomic force microscopy [25], and ac-
tive and passive measurements with beads in optical [24] and magnetic traps
[29].
While the aforementioned simulation frameworks can freely be configured to
replicate different systems of actin filaments, networks and binding proteins,
they lack this flexibility in regard to “external” (non-actin) components and
externally imposed potentials. Flexibility in this domain, however, would be
required to replicate commonly used actin model systems and measurement
techniques that include objects like microspheres (used in microrheology and
optical/magnetical traps) or cantilevers of atomic force microscopes.
Further pre-requisites to understand actin network dynamics, are to reach rel-
evant time and length scales in simulations. As a guideline, figure 1.2 depicts
scales that would be sufficient for microrheology (MR) simulations. The high-
lighted time span arises from the upper limit of lag times that were used in
MR experiments [26, 30, 31]. The highlighted length scale in figure 1.2 cov-
ers reported lengths of in vitro actin filaments [32–35]. Furthermore, figure 1.2
shows lengths and simulation times that were reached in simulations of three-
dimensional (3D) actin networks with the cytosim and MEDYAN frameworks
(AFINES is not shown here since it lacks the ability to simulate networks in
3D). MEDYAN is designed to mimic actin and actin binding protein dynamics
in great detail on short length scales. No applications with length scales suffi-
cient for the highlighted ranges in figure 1.2 were reported. The cytosim frame-
work, on the other hand, was used for applications that fall into the highlighted
ranges. When tested for MR simulations, however, the performance drastically
decreased due to the relatively large size of the microsphere and simulations
over desired length and time scales were not feasible (discussed in section 6.4).
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Figure 1.2: Time and length scales in 3D simulations performed with dif-
ferent frameworks. Data points were gathered from simulation box edge
length (or equivalent) and total simulated time of various studies (for ME-
DYAN [14, 36] and cytosim [17, 37–40]) and the simulations in chapter 6 (for
bead state model). The highlighted area indicates lag times in MR studies [26,
30, 31] and reported lengths of in vitro actin filaments [32–35].

To overcome these gaps in regard to flexible configuration of external compo-
nents and coverage of relevant time and length scales, I developed the simula-
tion framework bead state model. Its technical details, examplary applications
and its capabilities and limits are the subject of this thesis. One core concept in
order to achieve the performance to simulate relevant length and time scales, is
that cross-linking proteins and motor proteins are not explicitly included in the
simulations. Rather, they are included as states of the beads of the bead-chains
that represent actin polymers, hence the name bead state model.
In chapters 2 and 3, the theories and methods underlying the simulations and
analyses of the example applications are specified. In chapter 4 the
bead state model implementation and the model on which it is based are pre-
sented. Chapter 5 analyzes and discusses results of simulated isolated fila-
ments, to confirm filaments exhibit characteristics of the worm-like chain model.
To demonstrate the framework’s capabilities to perform MR simulations, in
chapter 6 I compare MR data from simulations to expectations from theory as
well as results from experiments (time and length scales of MR simulations are
shown in figure 1.2). Chapter 7 deals with simulations where a microsphere
is used to deform a dense actin network layer, a setup that was inspired by
indentation experiments with atomic force microscopes. The relaxation after
deformation is analyzed for different networks. Good availability and repro-
ducibility of all data presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 in accordance with good
scientific practice were of prime concern. Details for different data sets can be
found in section A1 in the appendix.

3



Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 Overdamped Langevin Dynamics

The equation governing the diffusive motion of particles in this thesis is the
Langevin equation,

mẍ = −∇E − γẋ +
√

2γkTy, (2.1)

with position of the particle x, drag coefficient γ = kT/D, Boltzmann constant
k, temperature T, diffusion coefficient D, and energy gradient ∇E. The noise
term y is a Wiener process, where increments are independent,

⟨y(t)y⊺(t′)⟩ = Iδ(t − t′),

and y has a Gaussian probability distribution. I is the identity matrix.
We study systems at time scales where

t ≫ m
γ

=
mD
kT

,

and neglect inertia in the Langevin equation [15, 41, 42], mẍ = 0, leading to the
overdamped Langevin equation:

dx
dt

= − 1
γ
∇E +

√
2kT

γ
y,

= − D
kT

∇E +
√

2Dy. (2.2)

Neglecting inertia is quite common in simulations of biopolymers [12, 14, 15,
19, 43].

2.1.1 Nondimensionalization

To derive a dimensionless form of equation 2.2, we introduce the dimensionless
variables

ξ = x/x0,
τ = t/t0, and
ϵ = E/kT.

4



The dimensionless differential operator becomes ∇′ = ∇ · x0. Inserting the
dimensionless variables in equation 2.2 yields

x0

t0

dξ

dτ
= − D

kT
∇′

x0
(kTϵ) +

√
2Dy,

⇔ dξ

dτ
= −D

t0

x2
0
∇′ϵ +

√
2D

t0

x2
0

y.

In the last step, multiplication with t0 leads to a factor
√

t0 for the Wiener term.
This is due to a fundamental property of the Wiener process,

⟨∆y2
i ⟩ = ∆t,

where ∆yi = yi(t + ∆t)− yi(t), for any component yi of y. Choosing t0 = x2
0/D

leads to
dξ

dτ
= −∇′ϵ +

√
2y, (2.3)

a dimensionless form of equation 2.2.

2.2 Polymer Theory

In this section, fundamental polymer models are shortly summarized. These
models were studied with two recognized text books in this field [44, 45], and
the formulas, deduction and the choice of terms were in large parts directly
inspired by these books.

2.2.1 Ideal Chains

Important features and properties in the study of polymers are best explained
with ideal chains. Ideal chains are a class of mathematical models describing
linear chains consisting of jointed segments, where it is assumed that segments
that are far apart along the chain do not interact with each other [45]. The seg-
ments’ endpoints can also be viewed as beads, and the chains consisting of lin-
early connected beads.

Freely Jointed Chain

A freely jointed chain (FJC) consists of N segments of identical length b0 [45].
With the positions of the joints Rn, n ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N, and the segment vectors
ri = Ri − Ri−1, i ∈ 1, . . . , N, we can define the end-to-end vector R:

R = RN − R0 =
N

∑
i=1

ri. (2.4)

An illustration is shown in figure 2.1.

5



Figure 2.1: Sketch of a freely jointed chain (FJC), consisting of N segments.
Adding all segment vectors ri to rN leads to the end-to-end vector R.

There are no constraints or forces acting on the joints, hence the angular
correlation is zero when averaging over all configurations,

⟨rirj⟩ = ⟨∥ri∥∥rj∥ cos θij⟩ = 0,

for any pairs i ̸= j. The same is true for averages of the end-to-end vector,

⟨R⟩ = 0.

A more sensible statistical property for chains is the (non-zero) average end-to-
end distance,

R =
√
⟨R2⟩.

For the FJC, the average end-to-end distance can be computed as follows [45]:

⟨R2⟩ =
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

⟨rirj⟩

=
N

∑
i=1

⟨ r2
n︸︷︷︸

b2
0

⟩+ 2 ∑
i>j

⟨rirj⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

= N · b2
0

⇒ R =
√
⟨R2⟩ =

√
Nb0

6



The maximum end-to-end vector Rmax a FJC can assume is its contour length.
The contour length lc is the sum of all segment lengths,

lc =
N

∑
i=1

||ri||
FJC
=

N

∑
i=1

b0 = Nb0. (2.5)

Equivalent Freely Jointed Chain

Many real polymers can not be described by the FJC model, since no free ro-
tation of the joints between monomers or identical length of segments can be
assumed. However, when describing very long polymers, their properties can
often accurately be captured by an equivalent freely jointed chain. Here, long
means that local structural properties can be neglected, and many monomers
be represented by a segment of length b of a FJC, where b is the so called Kuhn
length [45]. The equivalent FJC then consists of N segments of length b, where
N and b are chosen such that the contour length Rmax = N · b and mean-square
end-to-end distance ⟨R2⟩ = N · b2 are identical to Rmax and ⟨R2⟩ of the real
polymer [45].

Freely Rotating Chain

A freely rotating chain (FRC) is defined like the FJC, except that the angle be-
tween consecutive segments has a fixed value θ,

riri+1 = b2
0 cos θ.

As a consequence, the average ⟨rirj⟩ does not vanish. It rather decreases rapidly
with i − j (assuming i > j):

⟨rirj⟩ = cos θ⟨ri−1rj⟩
= (cos θ)2 ⟨ri−2rj⟩
= . . .

= b2
0 (cos θ)i−j

Applying a logarithmic and exponential function on (cos θ)i−j,

(cos θ)i−j = e(i−j) ln(cos θ),

and introducing the definition of the persistence length [45],

lp := − b0

ln cos θ
,

leads to the following exponential form:

⟨rirj⟩
b2

0
= (cos θ)i−j = exp

(
− (i − j)b0

lp

)
(2.6)

7



2.2.2 Worm-like Chain

The worm-like chain (WLC) is a limit case of the FJC, with

N → ∞, infinitely many segments,

b0 → 0, infinitely small segments, and

θ → 0, infinitely small angles,

while keeping persistence length and contour length constant. The WLC model
is often used for semi-flexible polymers (polymers with lc ≈ lp) like actin (see
section 2.3).

Taking the limits of the WLC into account, we transition the discrete description
of the polymer to a continous description, and change the sum over segments
into integration along the contour s of the polymer:

N

∑
i=1

b0 →
∫ lc

0
ds,

ri → r(s),
ri/b0 → t(s) (unit tangent vector).

Equation 2.6 in its continous form can be interpreted as the exponentially de-
caying correlation between tangent vectors along the contour (see figure 2.2):

⟨t(s)t(s + ∆s)⟩ = exp
(
−∆s

lp

)
. (2.7)

The average end-to-end distance R of WLCs depends on its persistence length

t(s)

t(s + ∆s)

Figure 2.2: Two tangents with distance ∆s along the contour of a filament.

lp and contour length lc [45]:

R2
= ⟨R2⟩ = 2lplc − 2l2

p

(
1 − exp

(
− lc

lp

))
. (2.8)

8



2.2.3 Rouse Model

The Rouse model is one of the simplest models and was one of the first to suc-
cessfully describe dynamics of bead chains [45, 46]. In this thesis, the model’s
predictions regarding the mean squared displacement (MSD) of Rouse chains
serves as a guideline of what MSDs we expect for simulated polymers.
The polymer in the Rouse model is a a bead-spring chain with mean segment
length [45]

⟨||ri||⟩ = b.

For a bead chain of N monomers with monomer friction coefficient ζ the total
friction coefficient of the chain is ζR = N · ζ [45]. Using the Einstein relation,
the diffusion coefficient of the Rouse chain can be computed [45]:

DR =
kT
ζR

=
kT
Nζ

. (2.9)

A chain with N beads diffuses a distance on the order of its size during the
so called Rouse time [45],

τR ≈ ζ

kT
NR2, (2.10)

where R the radius of individual beads. The Rouse time can be expressed in
terms of the time τ0 it would take a free bead to travel the distance of its own
radius [45]:

τ0 =
ζR2

kT
⇒ τR = τ0N2.

For the MSD of a bead embedded in the chain we expect 3 distinct regimes, as
depicted in a hypothetical curve in figure 2.3:

I The high frequency regime, where we see almost unhindered free diffu-
sion of beads.

II The intermdediate frequency regime, where we see subdiffusive motion.

III The low frequency regime, where we see the motion of the chain as if it
were one particle diffusing freely.

The transitions are roughly at τ0 and τR, the slopes

p =
d log MSD

d log τ
(2.11)

(i.e. the exponents of the relation MSD ∼ tp) should be very close to, but never
exceeding, unity for phases I and III. An estimate for p via relaxation modes [45]
puts the slope in phase II at pII = 1/2 for ideal chains.

9
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Figure 2.3: Hypothetical MSD of bead embedded in an ideal chain on double
logarithmic scales, according to the Rouse model [45]. The black dashed line
with slope 1 (on logarithmic scales) is the MSD of a bead that is not part of a
chain and diffuses freely. At low lag times τ < τ0 (I) and at large lag times
τ > τR (III), the slope is nearly 1. At intermediate lag times τ0 ≤ τ ≤ τR, the
slope is 1/2.

2.2.4 Entangled Networks

In solutions where the concentration of polymers is sufficiently large, polymers
interact with each other and form entangled networks [8, 45]. A parameter to
characterize the typical spacing between polymers is the mesh size ξ.
To estimate the order of the mesh size, we can use the following approximation
by Broedersz and MacKintosh [8]:

ξ ≈ rpolymer/
√

ϕ, (2.12)

where rpolymer is the radius of the polymers and ϕ is the volume fraction occu-
pied by the polymers.
In polymer solutions where polymers form entangled networks, the networks
usually dominate the properties of the solution (even if most of the volume is
occupied by the solvent) [45]. These polymer solutions show viscoelastic be-
haviour. I.e. their response to mechanical stress and strain is a combination of
viscous flow and elastic response [45].

2.2.5 Reptation

In order to quantitatively describe the motion of polymers in entangled net-
works, de Gennes developed the reptation model [47]. In the model’s ansatz
de Gennes focuses on the motion of a single polymer that moves in a three-
dimensional network, e.g. a polymeric gel [47]. A depiction is shown in fig-
ure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: The reptation model describes the motion of a single polymer (black
line) through a three-dimensional network. The network can be a polymeric
gel, as depicted here, but could also be any other set of obstacles that confines
the polymer to a tube (shown in red) [47]. The image was published by Carl
Handerson under CC0 1.0 license.

In the reptation model, the polymer is confined to a tube by the surrounding
network. The polymer can travel along the tube through defects that propagate
along the polymer [47].
In the short overview of key formulas and characteristica of the reptation model
in this section follows the notation of and line of argumentation of Rubinstein
and Colby [45]. The tube diameter a can be estimated via ideal chain statistics
to be [45]

a ≈ b
√

Ne,

where Ne is the number of monomers in a so called entanglement strand. The
tube can be treated as consisting of N/Ne segments of length a, each containing
Ne monomers. This yields the average length ⟨L⟩ of the tube [45]:

⟨L⟩ ≈ a
N
Ne

.

Assuming the Rouse diffusion coefficient DR (equation 2.9), one can estimate
the reptation time τrep, which is the time it takes for the chain to diffuse out of
the tube of length ⟨L⟩:

τrep ≈ ⟨L⟩2

DR
≈ ζb2

kT
N3

Ne
=

ζb2

kT
N2

e

(
N
Ne

)3

.

The first part of the equation is the Rouse time (equation 2.10) of an entangle-
ment strand with Ne monomers,

τe :=
ζb2

kT
N2

e .

Looking at the mean-squared displacements of the chain monomers due to
defects travelling along the chain, de Gennes derived the relation [45, 47]

MSD ∼ t1/4.
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This relation is valid in the range τe < t < τR. On rather short time scales
τ0 < t < τe and rather long time scales τR < t < τrep, the chain behaves
approximately as a free Rouse chain, leading to MSD ∼ t1/2 [45].

2.3 Actin

Actin is a globular protein (G-actin) that can polymerize into a helical filament
(F-actin) with a diameter of about 8 nm and has been found to span lengths
of around 14 µm to 30 µm in vitro [1, 32, 35, 48]. Actin forms one of the cy-
toskeletal filaments and plays an essential role for cell motility, a cell’s response
to mechanical stress and strain, and processes where the shape of the cell is ac-
tively altered (like the formation of filopodia or during cytokinesis [5, 7]).
Assembly of monomers into polymers is thermodynamically unfavorable for
the first two and three monomers [1]. Once this so-called nucleation is over-
come, however, further elongation is energetically favorable, and polymers can
rapidly grow to lengths of multiple micrometers [1].
In solutions of polymerized actin, depolymerization and polymerization lead
to a steady-state concentration of G-actin monomers [49]. In this steady-state,
F-actin exhibits treadmilling, a process where the filament polymerizes at one
end and depolymerizes at the other [49]. These ends are referred to as the plus
(or the barbed) end and the minus (or pointed) end, respectively. As a conse-
quence of the treadmilling, the filament effectively moves into the direction of
the plus end.
These processes can be influenced by many different regulatory proteins [14,
49]. For example, formin is considered a nucleator that can “assist” the nucle-
ation process [14, 49]. Another nucleator is the Arp2/3 protein complex that
binds to F-actin and can also trigger nucleation of a new actin filament[14, 36,
49, 50]. This can lead to branched networks of relatively short actin filaments
[36, 50].
Under the incfluence of the complex interplay of many regulatory proteins, net-
works of various different architectures can form [1]. In cells, the architectures
of actin networks vary fundamentally across different locations [1]. Figure 2.5
shows a overview sketch of actin in a migrating cell. At the leading edge (to-
wards the bottom in figure 2.5), actin in the lamellipodium is involved in push-
ing the membrane into the direction of motion by polymerizing against the
membrane [4, 50]. From the leading edge, the cell extends finger-like filopo-
dia, which are stabilized by parallel (orientation of plus and minus ends align
across filaments) bundles of actin filaments [1]. Parallel to the direction of mo-
tion, cell-spanning stressfibers form, consisting of anti-parallel (orientation of
plus and minus ends is inverted for neighbors in a bundle) bundles [1]. Close
to the membrane, actin forms the cellular cortex, which is anchored to the mem-
brane, for example with the help of the protein ezrin [1].
Some components that were found to be essential in shaping the differently
structured networks are mentioned in the boxes in figure 2.5. Among these
components the proteins are α-actinin, filamin, fimbrin and fascin which be-
long to the class of cross-linking proteins (cross-links). Cross-links can attach to
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of a migrating cell. Actin cytoskeleton is shown in red,
and composition of actin networks at different locations depicted or briefly de-
scribed. Figure was adapted from [35].

filaments and form a link between two filaments. They are key components for
large stable structures like stressfibers and the parallel bundles in filopodia [1,
4]. The distance and the angle at which they bind two filaments together varies
across cross-links, which can give rise to different network architectures [1].
One important family of proteins that is essential for the active processes actin
is involved in are myosin motors [51]. Like cross-links, myosin motors can at-
tach to filaments and can form a link between two filaments. In addition, they
can actively exert forces on the filaments by tugging on them [8]. When active
myosin is present, the networks are sometimes referred to as actomyosin net-
works.
The tugging of motors on filaments has been shown to siginificantly affect me-
chanical and visoelastic properties of networks [23]. In cross-linked anti-parallel
bundles (like in stressfibers and actin rings during cytokinesis), the presence of
myosin motors is required for contractility of these bundles [38, 51].
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2.4 Microrheology

A common property to characterize the response of a viscoelastic material (like
entangled polymer networks) to mechanical strain is the stress relaxation mod-
ulus G(t). For stress induced to a viscoelastic material through a step strain at
t = 0, G(t) describes the stress relaxation of the material [45].
When stress response is studied through rheometry, where oscillatory shear is
applied to a viscoelastic material [45, 52–54], the fourier transform G∗(ω) of
G(t) is commonly used [55] rather than G(t) itself. The real and the imaginary
parts of G∗(ω) are referred to as the storage modulus G′(ω) and loss modulus
G”(ω) [45]. The stress σ(t) oscillates with the same frequency ω as the applied
strain γ(t), but is offset by a phase angle δ ∈ [0, π/2] [45],

σ(t) = σ0 sin(ωt + δ)

= γ0
[
G′(ω) sin(ωt) + G”(ω) cos(ωt)

]
.

Since σ(t) is comprised only of the in-phase part (G′) for solids and only of the
out-of-phase part (G”) for liquids, the two components G′ and G” are often as-
sociated with the elastic and the viscous parts (respectively) of a viscoelastic
material.

To infer viscoelastic properties of materials via the motion of microspheres em-
bedded in the material, Mason and Weitz [56] established a method for which
the term microrheology was later coined [55, 57]. Mason and Weitz retrieved
mean-squared displacements (MSDs, see section 3.2) of passive microspheres
in complex fluids comprised of polymers through diffusing wave spectroscopy.
The complex shear moduli G∗ computed from the MSDs were validated by
comparing them to G∗ retrieved by established mechanical rheometry methods.
Soon after that, this passive microrheology method was applied to solutions of
biopolymers (e.g. DNA [58] and Actin [59, 60]), and was also extended to tra-
jectories of microspheres recorded via particle tracking [58].
To relate the MSD to G∗, Mason and Weitz [56] derived a generalized form of
the Stokes-Einstein relation in the Laplace domain,

G̃(s) =
kT

πas⟨∆r̃2(s)⟩ , (2.13)

where s is the frequency in the Laplace domain, a is the radius of the micro-
sphere, and ⟨∆r̃2(s)⟩ is the Laplace transform of the MSD. To obtain G∗(ω),
G̃(s) was fitted with an empirical model and s substituted by iω.
In later additions to the method [61], G∗(ω) was directly computed via the
Fourier transform of the MSD, F

{
⟨∆r2(t)⟩

}
, and the identity

G∗(ω) =
kT

πaiωF {⟨∆r2(t)⟩} .
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Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 Molecular Dynamics

In molecular dynamics (MD), trajectories of particles (representing
atoms/molecules) are simulated by numerically integrating the particles’ equa-
tion of motion (EoM). A classical EoM would for example be Newton’s second
law,

F = mẍ. (3.1)

To illustrate key concepts of numerical integration of an EoM, a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator will be used here:

F = −k · x.

With velocity v, we split the harmonic oscillator’s EoM into two first-order dif-
ferential equations,

dx
dt

= v,

dv
dt

= − k
m

x.

In particle simulations, we compute time-discrete trajectories x(ti) = xi, usually
with fixed time step size ∆t = ti+1 − ti. The discrete EoM can be written as

∆xi

∆t
= vi,

∆vi

∆t
= − k

m
xi.

To compute the oscillator’s position xi+1 and velocity vi+1 at the next point in
time, numerical integration schemes are used to integrate the discrete EoM. In
this example the first-order Euler integration scheme will be used. Applying it
to the discrete EoM yields

xi+1 = xi + ∆xi = xi + ∆t · vi, (3.2)

vi+1 = vi + ∆vi = vi − ∆t
k
m

xi. (3.3)
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The numerical integration leads to deviations in the trajectory compared to ana-
lytical solutions. These errors are influenced by the choice of ∆t and the integra-
tion scheme, which is the reason why often small time steps and higher-order,
more expensive integration schemes are employed. In the harmonic oscilla-
tor’s example, we know the analytical solutions and can compare the deviations
due to numerical integration. Example trajectories with different time steps are
shown in figure 3.1. The numerically integrated EoM leads to ever increasing

0 1 2 3 4 5

time

−2

−1

0

1

2

p
os

it
io

n

∆t = 0.005

∆t = 0.01

analytical

Figure 3.1: Time evolution of simulated trajectories and analytically computed
trajectory of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Initial conditions were set
to x(0) = −1, v(0) = 0. Two simulations with different time steps were con-
ducted. EoMs were integrated using the Euler integration scheme.

amplitudes. The larger the time step, the faster this deviation grows.
In the example of the 1D harmonic oscillator, the numerical integration leads
to errors that lead to ever-increasing energies which destabilizes the system. In
simulations of many particles, more errors due to numerics and discretization
might occur, for example overlapping particles that lead to unphysically large
forces, which often leads to unstable systems as well. One technique that is of-
ten employed to make systems more stable is the introduction of a thermostat
to maintain a fixed average temperature [62, 63].

3.1.1 Thermodynamic Ensemble and Thermostat

When Newton’s second law is used as EoM to compute the trajectories of par-
ticles, one would expect that total energy E is conserved, and that a simulated
system with constant particle number N and constant volume V runs in the
microcanonical NVE ensemble. However, we have seen in the example above,
that energy is not conserved due to inaccuracies in the numerical integration. In
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MD simulations with more particles, other factors can give rise to violation of
energy conservation as well.1 To stabilize the system (and also for other prac-
tical reasons, a list of which was given for example by Soddemann et al. [62]),
the system in an MD simulation is often coupled to a heat bath via a thermostat
[62, 63]. Employing a thermostat leads to constant (average) temperature T and
adapts the system to the canonical NVT ensemble [62].
Thermostats are introduced as modifications to the EoM [62]. One example is
the Langevin thermostat, where a dissipative term −γv and a stochastic force
term

√
2γkTy are introduced, transforming the Newtonian EoM (equation 3.1)

into the Langevin equation (equation 2.1) [63].
Throughout this thesis, the overdamped Langevin equation (equation 2.2)

was used exclusively as EoM.

3.1.2 Brownian Dynamics

In the particle simulations presented in this thesis, as well as in many other
biopolymer simulations [11, 12, 14–16, 43], the EoM is the overdamped Langevin
equation (equation 2.2). Molecular dynamics simulations of this kind are often
referred to as Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations. Temperature coupling to
maintain a constant average temperature T is achieved via the stochastic force
term of the Langevin equation.
The integration scheme used throughout this thesis is similar to the Euler in-
tegration scheme used on the ordinary differential equations (see equations 3.2
and 3.3). If at time step τi the position of a particle is ξ i, the position ξ i+1 at the
next time step τi+1 = τi + ∆τ is computed as

ξ i+1 = ξ i + ∆ξ i

= ξ i + ∆τfi +
√

2∆τyi,

where fi = −∇′ϵ, and components of vector yi are drawn from a normal dis-
tribution N (0, 1). This integration scheme is sometimes referred to as Euler
integration as well [19], sometimes as the Euler-Maruyama integration scheme
[64].

3.1.3 Choice of the Time Step

The choice of the time step in MD simulations is very critical. On the one hand,
it is desirable to choose the time step as large as possible, such that every simu-
lated step advances the simulated time as much as possible, and larger samples
of the phase space can be achieved [65, 66]. On the other hand, the larger the
time step the larger the errors due to numerical integration of the EoM, which
can lead to unphysical behaviour [65–67].
There are some useful guidelines how to estimate an upper limit for the time
step. E.g., Kim [66] states that the step size is typically around 0.0333 to 0.01

1A comprehensive list can be found in the manual of the GROMACS simulation framework,
e.g. at https://manual.gromacs.org/documentation/2019-rc1/user-guide/terminology.
html#energy-conservation (accessed 2021/11/20).
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of the smallest vibrational period in the simulation. However, this and similar
guidelines typically stem from empirical studies and experience [65, 66]. Hence,
simulations with different time steps should be conducted in advance to long
simulations to empirically estimate the largest time step suitable for the simu-
lated system. In 1986, Fincham [65] reported such an empirical approach for
simulated liquid argon, and showed that larger time steps than typically be-
ing used at that time would reliably lead to stable thermodynamic quantities.
Schlick and Beard [67] argue that the BD integrators allow for much larger time
steps, e.g. around 100 times larger than time steps suitable for the Verlet inte-
grator [68]. Section 5.4 describes the empirical search for suitable time steps for
the simulations presented in this thesis. As a criterion for what is “suitable”,
the independence of the mean-squared displacements of the fastest fluctuating
particles was used.
As mentioned in 3.1.2, the first-order Euler-Maruyama integration scheme is use
throughout the thesis. This is the default integration scheme for the ReaDDy
simulation framework [64], on which most simulations in this thesis are based,
as well as the cytosim simulation framework, which has been used for com-
parison in a few cases. A further increase of the time step could be achieved
with a higher-order integration scheme, as demonstrated for example by Ini-
esta and de la Torre [69]. However, a second-order integration scheme comes
with the drawback of being computationally more expensive, and an overall
speed-up of simulations even with larger time step is uncertain. Furthermore,
the usage of the Euler-Maruyama integration scheme is the de-facto standard
for BD simulations of cytoskeletal polymers, and is employed in most of the
recent publications and the related simulation frameworks [11, 12, 15].

3.1.4 Chemical Reactions

The ReaDDy simulation framework, which serves as underlying engine for the
bead state model framework that was developed during this thesis (see sec-
tion 4.1), allows the user to define chemical reactions alongside the mechanical
interactions between particles [64]. This feature was used extensively for the im-
plementation of the bead state model framework, and this section will briefly
describe how ReaDDy handles chemical reactions. For a more detailed descrip-
tion the reader is referred to the publication on ReaDDy by Hoffmann et al. [64]
and the ReaDDy software manual.
In ReaDDy, single particles and pairs of particles can undergo several different
kinds of reactions [64]:

1. A single particle can decay or spawn: A
λ1−−⇀↽−−
λ2

∅

2. A particle can convert into a different type: A λ−−→ B

3. Pairs of particles can fuse: A + B λ−−→ C

4. A particle can undergo fission, turning into new single or multiple parti-

cles: A λ−−→ B + C
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5. Pairs of particles can form a bond, turning them into a connected structure

that ReaDDy calls a topology: A + B λ−−→ AB

6. A particle can form a bond with another particle that is part of an existing
topology, hence increasing the number of particles in the topology:

A + BC λ−−→ ABC

Associated with each reaction is a rate λ with dimensionality 1/time, defining
the probability for a possible reaction at each simulation step. A reaction be-
tween pairs of particles is only considered possible if the distance between the
centers of the particles is within a cut-off range r. A reaction of a single particle
is not subject to any spatial restrictions, and is always considered possible. In
order to determine whether the reaction occurs, the probability p of the reaction
at a discrete time increment ∆t is computed as [64]

p = 1 − e−λ∆t. (3.4)

A topology T can consist of any number of particles that form a connected
graph, where a bond is considered to be an edge of that graph. For particles
that are part of a topology, a new set of possible reactions is available. ReaDDy
allows to define so called recipes that can apply different kind of changes to a
topology. E.g. breaking of bonds between particles, creation of new bonds be-
tween particles, and changing of particles types of one or more particles. Any
information on the topology, including the position of the topology particles, is
made available to the recipe. This allows for all kinds of different conditions
(number of particles of type A, number of bonds between particles of types B
and C, shortest path in number of bonds between two particles, spatial distance
between two particles, etc.) to determine the outcome of a reaction. The same is
true for the reaction rate λ(T ), which is a function of the state of the topology
T , and is determined dynamically at each simulation step.
Topology reactions were used extensively for the bead state model, the frame-
work that was developed for this thesis and is based on ReaDDy. For exam-
ples of what is possible with ReaDDy’s reaction recipes, the reader is referred
to chapter 4, especially the bottom half of figure 4.2 and section 4.1.2, and the
ReaDDy publication by Hoffmann et al. [64].

3.1.5 Linked Cells

In simulations with N interacting particles, it can be computationally expensive
to iterate over all N · (N − 1) particle pairs, immensely impacting the time t
it takes for simulations to finish. For large N, the exponent p in the run time
proportionality

t ∼ Np (3.5)

would be p ≈ 2. For short-range interactions, which can be neglected for parti-
cles pairs with distance d larger than a cut-off distance dc, a common way to cut
down the number of particle pairs that a simulation algorithm needs to iterate
over by introducing linked cells [70, 71]. In the algorithm of the linked cells,
each particle is assigned to a cell based on its position (see figure 3.2).
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dc

Figure 3.2: Sketch of particle assignment to linked cells based on their position.
Edge length of cell is chosen equal to longest interaction range dc (indicated
as particle diameter by dashed line). Interactions only have to be considered
across particles within the same cell or direct neighbor cells.

The cells’ edge lengths are chosen with respect to dc of the interaction, such
that iterations over particle pairs have to be performed only for particles that are
in the same cell or direct neighbor cells. Usually the edge length is set identical
to dc, which has been found to reduce the exponent p in equation 3.5 close to
1 for monodisperse systems (systems where all particles belong to the same
particle species) [71].

In ReaDDy, the cut-off distance dc is determined as the maximum across the
cut-off distances of all interaction potentials and spatial reactions. An excerpt
of the code responsible for that is shown in code listing L1 in section A7 in the
appendix. The distance dc can be increased by the user via the skin parameter,
a distance that gets added to the automatically determined maximum. Since
systems simulated with ReaDDy can have reactions that change locations and
the number of particles, at every simulation step the list of which particle is in
which box gets updated twice: once before the reactions are handled and then
again, taking all changes due to reactions into account, before the forces are
computed [64].

Hierarchical Grids

In case of bidisperse or polydisperse systems, with different dc for different
combinations of species, the exponent p in equation 3.5 usually becomes sig-
inificantly larger than 1, if the cell edge length is set to the largest dc [70, 71].
One method to efficiently decrease p in polydisperse simulations, is to use hier-
archical grids. The principle of hierarchical grids is well explained by Ogarko
and Luding [71]. As hierarchical grids were not used in the simulations for this
thesis, they will not be described in more details here. They were mentioned
here, however, due to their potential to drastically decrease run times of the
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simulations in chapters 6 and 7.

3.2 Mean-squared Displacement

For a time discrete trajectory of a particle,

rtj ,

with j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N], the mean-squared displacement (MSD) with a lag time of
τ ∈ [1, 2, . . . , N − 1] is

MSD(τ) = ⟨(rtj+τ
− rtj︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:∆rj,j+τ

)2⟩j = ⟨∆r2
j,j+τ⟩j.

At a given value of τ, the average ⟨·⟩j is computed over N − τ eligible values of

M
SD

lag time

trajectory τ = 1

τ = 2 τ = 3

∆r1,2
∆r2,3

∆r1,3

∆r2,4

∆r1,3

∆r2,5

free diffusion

super-diffusion

sub-diffusion

Figure 3.3: (left) Sketch of a particle’s time-discrete trajectory, consisting of
13 positions, and difference vectors ∆rj,j+τ at τ = 1, 2, 3. (right) Hypothetical
MSD of a particle, drawn with 3 different branches at higher lag times that il-
lustrate super-diffusion, free diffusion and sub-diffusion. Figure was adapted
from Wang et al. [72].

j. This is illustrated in the sketches in figure 3.3, where for an example trajectory
with N = 13, 12 difference vectors ∆rj,j+τ can be formed for τ = 1, 11 for τ = 2,
and so on. As a consequence, at large lag times the MSD is an average over only
a few values (or exactly one value in the case of τ = N − 1), which can lead to
large fluctuations in the MSD.
For a particle performing a three-dimensional random walk, the MSD is pro-
portional to the lag time [45],

MSD(τ) = 6Dτ,
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where D is the diffusion coefficient. A particle for which the MSD is linearly
related to the lag time, MSD(τ) ∼ τp with p = 1, the particle is said to show
free diffusion. For p < 1 or p < 1, the particle is said to show sub-diffusion or
super-diffusion, respectively.

3.3 Computation of Complex Shear Modulus G∗

Two methods to compute the complex shear modulus G∗ from microrheology
data are presented in this section. The first one, the Mason method, is more
commonly used [26, 55, 56, 73, 74], but difficult to implement (small differences
in numerical methods can have large impact on result) and sensitive to small
changes in the parameters.
The second one, the Paust method, is less widespread so far, but was found to
yield similar results (see section 6.2.1).

3.3.1 Mason Method

In the context of this thesis, the Mason method refers to the extension by Das-
gupta et al. [55] of the original method by Mason [61]. In the original method
[61], G̃(s) (in the Laplace domain) is computed as follows:

1. The MSD is expanded around frequency s = 1/t with a power law, and
the leading term is retained [55]:

⟨∆r2(t)⟩ ≈ ⟨∆r2(1/s)⟩(st)α(s), (3.6)

with

α(s = 1/t) =
d ln⟨∆r2(t)⟩

d ln t
. (3.7)

2. The approximation in equation 3.6 is Laplace transformed and solved for
s⟨∆r̃2(s)⟩:

s⟨∆r̃2(s)⟩ = ⟨∆r2(1/s)⟩Γ [1 + α(s)] ,

where Γ is the gamma function.

3. This is inserted into equation 2.13, yielding

G̃(s) =
kT

πa⟨∆r2(1/s)⟩Γ [1 + α(s)]
,

Analogous, this procedure can be performed in the Fourier domain [61], yield-
ing

G∗(ω) =
kTiα(ω)

πa⟨∆r2(1/ω)⟩Γ [1 + α(ω)]
(3.8)

=
kT

πa⟨∆r2(1/ω)⟩Γ [1 + α(ω)]

(
cos

(
πα(ω)

2

)
+ i · sin

(
πα(ω)

2

))
.

Dasgupta et al. [55] extended this method in the following way:
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1. A second-order polynomial is fitted to ln⟨∆r2(t)⟩ locally, where values
around t are weighted with a Gaussian kernel.

2. Instead of computing α as in equation 3.7, the first-order logarithmic deriva-
tive α(ω) and second-order logarithmic derivative β(ω) are computed
from the polynomial fits to ln⟨∆r2(t)⟩.

3. Equation 3.8 was empirically adapted to

G′(ω) = G(ω)
{

1/
[
1 + β′(ω)

]}
· cos

[
πα′(ω)

2
− β′(ω)α′(ω)

(π

2
− 1

)]
G”(ω) = G(ω)

{
1/

[
1 + β′(ω)

]}
· sin

[
πα′(ω)

2
− β′(ω)

[
1 − α′(ω)

] (π

2
− 1

)]
,

where

G(ω) =
kT

πa⟨∆r2(1/ω)⟩Γ [1 + α(ω)] [1 + β(ω)/2]
,

α′(ω) =
dG(ω)

dω
,

β′(ω) =
dα′(ω)

dω
.

As the Mason method consists of many steps that can be realized in many dif-
ferent ways in the numerical analysis. Implementations of the method which
can serve as templates have been made publicly available in the IDL program-
ming language by Crocker and Hoffmann [73], in the MATLAB programming
language by Daniel Seara2 and in the Python programming language by Maier
and Haraszti[75].

3.3.2 Paust Method

Paust developed a method to in which the MSD of a microrheological probe
bead is fitted with a model with the goal to determine the complex modulus G∗

of a viscoelastic medium [76].
Paust’s model for the MSD ⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ is a linear combination of 3 parts:

1. Elastic part, constant MSD:

⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ = kT
K

= A,

with elasticity of the medium K, combined into constant A.

2. Viscous part, linear increase:

⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ = 2nDτ = 2n
kT

6πηa
= Bτ,

with viscosity of the medium η, radius of the particle a and number of
dimensions n.

2see https://github.com/dsseara/microrheology
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3. Confinement to a cage:

⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ = C
(

1 − exp
(
− τ

D

))
,

where D is the relaxation time.

Combined, these terms yield the fit model with fit parameters A, B, C, D:

⟨∆r2(τ)⟩ = A + Bτ + C
(

1 − exp
(
− τ

D

))
. (3.9)

Paust applied an 1/τ weighing to the fits, i.e. deviations from lower lag time
data were penalized more by the fitting algorithm. All 3 terms can be analyt-
ically Laplace transformed to determine G∗ via equation 2.13 and coordinate
transformation s = iω:

G∗(ω) =
−kTω2(1 + iDω)

πaiω (B + iBDω + iω (A + C + iADω))
(3.10)

To demonstrate the effect of the different parameters, a set of curves with vari-
ous values are shown in figure 3.4.

For more details see chapter 5 of Paust’s dissertation [76].

3.4 Plateau Modulus

Entangled networks of polymers can exhibit a wide region in frequency where
the storage modulus G′(ω) is almost constant [45, 77]. The value of G′ in the
plateau region is referred to as the plateau modulus G0.
For which frequency ω0 exactly the plateau value G0 = G′(ω0) is determined
is not too relevant, due to G′ being almost constant in a wide range. A com-
mon method is to choose ω0 = ωmin, where ωmin is the minimum of the loss
modulus G” [77]. For the microrheology data in chapter 6, this method could
not consistently be applied. Instead, G0 was evaluated at ω0 = ωsaddle, where
ωsaddle is the frequency of the saddle point of G′. Numerical application of this
method was consistently possible and the saddle point was found to lie in the
plateau region for all data in chapter 6.
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Figure 3.4: Paust model for MSDs (equation 3.9) and G∗ (equation 3.10) drawn
for various values of parameters A, B, C, D. Each row shows curves with one
value varied and the remaining 3 values fixed. Line colors indicate size of
value, starting with dark purple for the lowest and going to bright yellow for
the largest value. Energy kT and MR bead radius a were set to 1 (unitless). Fixed
parameters were set to A = 1, B = 0.05, C = 1, D = 1. In the respective rows,
varied values were A, C, D ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8} and B ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.
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3.5 actomyosin analyser Python Package

For the analysis of simulation data produced during my thesis I developed the
python package actomyosin analyser. This package was created for two rea-
sons:

1. To provide one unified programming interface for analyses of all kinds
of different actomyosin simulation data, regardless with wich simulation
framework the data was produced,

2. and to have generalized analysis code in one central place to avoid repeti-
tion.

In order to achieve the first item, the programmer has to implement the ab-
stract base class DataReader for her data. The bead state model simulation
framework (see chapter 4), which is the main subject of this thesis, contains
a DataReader implementation that is compliant with the abstract DataReader
of the actomyosin analyser package, and was used throughout all analyses in
this thesis.
The project page is hosted on gitlab.com 3. Install instructions and more details
can be found in the project’s manual4.

3.5.1 DataReader Class

In the actomyosin analyser package, all analyses of the data of a single acto-
myosin simulation are handled by the Analyser class. To access the data of the
simulation, the Analyser uses implementations of the abstract DataReader class
(see diagram in figure 3.5). I.e., to analyse actomyosin data with the
actomyosin analyser package, the user has to provide a DataReader for her
data. The DataReader has to handle reading the simulation data and e.g. pro-
vide the filament trajectories in a compatible format via the method
DataReader.get filament coordinates. For the framework bead state model

that was used for simulations throughout this thesis, an implementation of the
DataReader is included in the bead state model package.

An instance of a DataReader has to be passed along as argument, when an
instance of Analyser is created. See a code example in listing 3.1.

The implementation of the DataReader of the bead state model package
used in listing 3.1 does not technically inherit from the abstract base class
DataReader, to avoid making actomyosin analyser a dependency of
bead state model. However, it implements all the defined methods and, since
Python does not check types at run time, works well with the Analyser class.

3.5.2 Analyser Class

The Analyser class is the heart of the actomyosin analyser package. It pro-
vides many analysis methods useful for actomyosin data. A list of the provided

3Full URL to project page: https://gitlab.com/ilyas.k/actomyosin_analyser
4Full URL to manual: http://akbg.uni-goettingen.de/docs/actomyosin_analyser/
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Figure 3.5: In order to make the Analyser class usable for any kind of actin
simulation data (regardless with which framework the data was produced),
the Analyser depends on an abstract DataReader class. This abstract class has
to be implemented for the user’s data, and the implementation has to be pro-
vided/injected to the Analyser class in the user’s analysis scripts.

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis.analyser import Analyser

dr = DataReader('data.h5')

a = Analyser(dr, 'analysis.h5')

Listing 3.1: Provide a DataReader instance (dr) when creating an Analyser in-
stance. The file ’data.h5’ has to exist and contain output of a bead state model

simulation (HDF5 file format). The file ’analysis.h5’ will be created if it does
not exist, it will store some of the final or interrim results computed by the
Analyser instance a.

methods can be found in the documentation of the actomyosin analyser pack-
age. To make the Analyser independent of the format of the raw data, reading
of raw data is externalized to the aforementioned DataReader class. An instance
of a DataReader has to be provided, when an Analyser is created, as shown in
the example in listing 3.1.
For many data that take a lot of time for computing or converting in desired
formats, the Analyser is designed to compute/convert those data only once,
then store them in cache files, and read them upon next request of that data.
The user need only use the get methods for that, internally the reading is del-
egated to a matching private read method if the requested data is present, or
to a compute method if it is not. This caching pattern is depicted in the dia-
gram in figure 3.6. In this caching pattern where many data are computed only
once, compute times can be heavily reduced, but the trade-off is that more disk
space will be occupied. For some aggregated results like MSDs (see section 3.2),
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Figure 3.6: Diagram of the caching pattern that is employed by most get

methods of the Analyser class. This is illustrated here with a toy method
named get some data, but the principle is the same for actual methods like
get trajectories of filaments and get filament center of mass msds. On
first execution, get some data fails to find a cached result, and will call the
method compute some data. The computed data will be written to a cache
file and returned. Upon consecutive execution, the cache file is present, and
rather than computing the result again, the resulting data will be loaded from
the cache file via the read some data method and returned.

the benefit of saving time outweighs the draw-back that additional disk space
is occupied by far. In other cases, the benefits are debatable. Nonetheless, in
these cases the choice was often made to accept larger files for saving com-
pute time. For example, the Analyser will store a copy of all trajectories in
the analysis file when they are retrieved from the DataReader for the first time.
This can up to double the disk space per simulation. But for all simulation
frameworks for which compatible DataReaders were implemented ( cytosim,
bead state model), this was found to decrease the compute times a lot.

Some standard computations that the Analyser can perform include:

• Computation of ensemble MSDs of the center of mass of filaments (fila-
ments can have varying number of beads/coordinates).

• Computation of MSDs of individual particles, which were for example
used to compute MSDs of all outer beads and all central beads of filaments
with fixed identical number of beads.

• The polymer density estimated via kernel density estimation (see sec-
tion 7.4 for an in-depth example application).
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• The number of cross-links/motors.

• The contour lengths, end-to-end vectors and end-to-end distances of fila-
ments.

A more exhaustive list of analyses that can be performed by the Analyser class
can be found in the online documentation.

Examples

Basic examples how to analyse simulation data with the actomyosin analyser

package and the Analyser class can be found in section 4.1.5, and expecially in
the corresponding code listing L6 in section A7 in the appendix which demon-
strates how to read polymer coordinates at different time steps.
More advanced examples can be found among the analysis scripts in the ”ex-
periment” folders. See section A1 in the appendix for instructions how to access
these folders.

3.5.3 ExperimentIterator and Pipelines

To make best use of the actomyosin analyser package, ”experiments” should
be structured as described in section A1.2. This allows the user to make use
of the package’s ExperimentIterator class in combination with several prede-
fined analysis pipelines. The ExperimentIterator reads an experiment’s sim-
ulation index table, and automatically groups simulations by varied parame-
ters. Color gradients for plots can automatically be generated by one of the
parameters varied in the experiment. For some analyses that were performed
for many experiments, like applying the Paust method (see section 3.3.2) to MR
experiments, pre-defined pipelines exist in the actomyosin analyser package
that automize these analyses to a high degree. Example usage of pipelines can
be found among the publicly available datasets of this thesis, e.g. in the script
"perform paust method.py" that is part of experiments E25, E34, E36 and E37
(see section A1.3 in the appendix).

3.5.4 Exporting to XYZ Format

Visualization of particle coordinates is often the first and most intuitive method
to inspect simulation results for any errors, artifacts, or other undesirable out-
comes. For visualizations with external tools, ReaDDy and actomyosin analyser

provide methods to export particle coordinates to XYZ. The XYZ file format is
a loosely defined data format for particle trajectories of 3D simulations. For vi-
sualization with ovito [78], the format accepts more than the typically found 4
columns for particle type and 3 cartesian coordinates. The actomyosin analyser

package uses additional columns to define orientation of cylindrical segments
(rather than using only the coordinates of start and end positions of segments),
to give the displayed filaments a more filamentous look. This is demonstrated
for one filament in figure 3.7. For single filaments, both the visualization us-
ing beads (coordinates exported to XYZ with default ReaDDy method) as well
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Figure 3.7: Identical bead chain configuration in 2 different visualizations
using ovito. (Top) Bead chain drawn as sequence of cylindrical segments,
where one segment connects two consecutive beads (XYZ file generated with
actomyosin analyser). (Bottom) The same cylindrical segment visualization
overlayed with beads of the bead chain. XYZ file of bead coordinates was gen-
erated with default export method of ReaDDy.

as the cylindrical visualization (exported with actomyosin analyser) are fine.
However, for crowded simulation boxes, the bead version often fails to visual-
ize any information (see for example figure 4.4).

Tubes at 3D Periodic Boundaries

When periodic boundary conditions are used, segments of discretized filaments
can cross up to 3 boundaries. If boundary crossings occur, intersection of the
segment with the bounding box and its periodic projection are computed. The
tube is drawn from start point of the segment to the intersection, and another
tube is drawn starting from the periodic projection of the intersection. A case
with two boundary crossings in 2D is illustrated in the sketch in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Sketch to illustrate how a segment that crosses periodic boundaries
is visualized. The segment stretches from point P1 to point P2. Along the way
from P1 to P2, two periodic boundaries are crossed. At the first intersection
with the right-hand side boundary, ghost points G1 and its projection G′

1 are
inserted. The segment is drawn from P1 to G1, and continues from G′

1. The
continued segment intersects with the top boundary, where ghost point G2 is
inserted. The segment then continues from the projection G′

2 to P2.
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Chapter 4

Bead-state Model

The central idea of the bead-state model is to implicitly include actin binding
proteins by assigning different states to segments of filaments. This way the
number of particles can be reduced in numerical simulations. Since number
of particles is usually one of the main drivers of simulation time in particle
simulations, this could lead to a decrease in simulation time.

In the BSM, filaments are modeled as bead chains (see depiction in fig-
ure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: bead chain. Image was adapted by templates provided by Burkhard
Geil.

Beads impose harmonic interaction potentials for bending and stretching
on their neighbors, leading to following bending and stretching energies for a
polymer of n beads:

Ubend =
kbend

2

n−2

∑
i=1

θ2
i , (4.1)

Ustretch =
kstretch

2

n−1

∑
i=1

(l0 − li)2. (4.2)

To unambiguously mark the order of the beads, the last and the first bead
are assigned states “tail” and “head” respectively (figure 4.2, top). In unbound
polymers, all other beads inbetween are in state “core”.

Polymers can bind via passive (cross-links, CL) and active binding proteins
(motors). These binding proteins are not included as distinct components ex-
plicitly. Rather, they are modeled implicitly as states of beads. Two core beads
(bi, bj) of two distinct polymers can bind, if their distance rij is smaller than the
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monomer

core

head

tail

Figure 4.2: Top: isolated bead chain (polymer). First and last beads are in state
tail and head. All other beads are in state core. Bottom: network of bead
chains (polymers). Two core beads of two distinct polymers can form bonds by
transitioning to link or motor states. Polymers can assemble/disassemble, i.e.
sinlge beads (monomers) can be added at the head of a polymer and removed
at its tail. Images were adapted from templates provided by Burkhard Geil.

binding range rbind. After binding, the state of the beads changes from core to
link or motor. Motor-motor and link-link pairs enact a harmonic potential on
each other,

Ulink,ij =
klink

2
(l0 − rij)

2.

Binding occurs with a rate of kon, link, kon, motor, unbinding with a rate of
koff, link, koff, motor. In addition, motors can perform a step towards a polymer’s
head with rate kstep. When performing a step, a motor bead passes its state along
the polymer to the following core bead. The motor bead transitions from state
motor to core, while the following bead transitions from core to motor. If the
following bead is in a state different than core, the step cannot be peformed.
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4.1 Python Implementation: bead state model

An implementation of the bead-state model in the Python programming lan-
guage is being developed as free software on gitlab1, it is referred to as
bead state model in this thesis. It is based on the simulation engine ReaDDy
[64], a general-purpose particle simulation framework. ReaDDy is written in
C++, but provides a user interface in Python.

The Python interface allows users to freely configure particle simulations of
different particle species and reactions including transitions from one species to
another, and bond formation and bond breaking between particles. In this way,
multiple particles can form a connected graph, where each bond is an edge in
the graph. These graphs are called topologies in ReaDDy.

The Python package bead state model acts as a wrapper around ReaDDy’s
Python user interface and handles the definitions of the polymer topology, the
topology particle species tail, core, head and motor (cross-links are implemented
as motors with kstep = 0, since we did not use both motors and cross-links si-
multaneously yet). For the integration of the equation of motion (equation 2.2),
bead state model relies on the Euler-Maruyama integration scheme, which is
the default integrator employed by ReaDDy [64] (see also section 3.1.2).
In order to use ReaDDy as the base for bead state model, C++ as well as Python
source code of ReaDDy had to be adapted. Adaptations to the ReaDDy source
code were contributed to the open-source project through ReaDDy’s project
page2. More details of these contributions can be found in the following sec-
tions.
Many of the following technical details can also be found in the project’s docu-
mentation 3.

4.1.1 Potentials

In the simulations, forces are results of potentials defined between pairs of
beads. The potentials within a polymer defined in equations 4.1 and 4.2 are
defined as topology potentials in the context of ReaDDy. These are based on
bonds between topology particles. How this is done in bead state model can
best be described by a short excerpt of the package’s code:

tuples = [

("head", "core"),

("core", "core"),

("core", "tail"),

("core", "motor"),

("motor", "motor"),

("head", "motor"),

("motor", "tail")

]

1Project page: https://gitlab.com/ilyas.k/bead_state_model
2ReaDDy project page: https://github.com/readdy/readdy
3Documentation: http://akbg.uni-goettingen.de/docs/bead_state_model/
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for (t1, t2) in tuples:

system.topologies.configure_harmonic_bond(

t1, t2, force_constant=k_stretch, length=1.0

)

triplets = [

("head", "core", "core"),

("core", "core", "core"),

("core", "core", "tail"),

("head", "core", "tail"),

("head", "motor", "core"),

("head", "core", "motor"),

("head", "motor", "tail"),

("core", "motor", "core"),

("core", "core", "motor"),

("core", "motor", "tail"),

("motor", "core", "tail")

]

for (t1, t2, t3) in triplets:

system.topologies.configure_harmonic_angle(

t1, t2, t3, force_constant=k_bend,

equilibrium_angle=np.pi

)

Potentials defined above also apply on two beads of two distinct polymers,
if a bond forms between their beads (i.e. when a pair of core beads turn into a
pair of motor beads).

In addition to the two potentials defined above, a steric interaction between
beads is defined to keep polymers from moving through each other. Beads of a
polymer repell each other at a distance smaller than their diameter d,

Vrepulsion, ij =
krepulsion

2
(d − rij)

2 for rij ≤ d.

The fact that the resting length of the stretch potential is set to be equal to
the diameter of the beads, will make it statistically very unlikely that large gaps
between beads of a polymer will remain.

4.1.2 Reactions

The reactions of the bead-state model (link binding, link unbinding, motor step,
attachment of monomer, detachment of monomer) were defined via the user in-
terface of ReaDDy [64]. ReaDDy discriminates between spatial reactions, which
can occur based on the distance between particles, and structural reactions, that
involve particles within the same topology (polymer particles are part of a poly-
mer topology). While spatial reactions are defined via a descriptive text, topol-
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ogy reactions have to be defined via so called recipes (ReaDDy’s modular con-
cept to define reaction processes in code).
In bead state model, link binding is the only spatial reaction, while the other 4
reactions are structural reactions. Excerpts of the source code of bead state model

where link binding and the recipe for motor steps are defined are shown in list-
ings L2 and L3 in section A7 in the appendix.

Self-fusion in ReaDDy Topologies

In networks of polymers with cross-links or motors, multiple polymers can be-
come one large connected graph, which will become one large topology of type
polymer in ReaDDy.

Figure 4.3: 4 filaments forming a square, providing 4 potential binding sites for
motors, simulated with two different settings. Same color coding as in figure 4.2
was used, with motors shown in green. (left) No self-reaction allowed. Only
3 bonds can form (left, right and bottom corners). The last one (at the top cor-
ner) cannot form, because polymers belong to the same topology. (right) Same
setup, but now with self-reactions allowed if at least 6 edges are between the
two particles in the topology’s graph. All 4 motor bonds can form.

Consider the four filaments in figure 4.3 (left), where a bead of polymer p1
connects to a bead of p2, and similarly p2 connects to p3, p3 connects to p4.
Now, for polymers p1 and p4 to connect, which are part of the same topology in
ReaDDy, we would have to allow self-reaction for topologies:

system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

"link: polymer(core) + polymer(core)"

"-> polymer(motor--motor) [self=true]", ...

)

This would, however, allow two adjacent cores of the same polymer to form
an undesired motor-motor bond as well. To circumvent this, a feature was con-
tributed 4 to the ReaDDy simulation framework on their github project page,
which allows us to define a minimum distance in the topology graph for self-
binding to be allowed:

4Pull request #171: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/pull/171
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system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

"link: polymer(core) + polymer(core)"

"-> polymer(motor--motor) [self=true, distance>6]",

...

)

Choosing a value that is larger than 1 will prohibit already connected core-
core pairs to turn into motor-motor pairs. Choosing the minimum distance
smaller than the number of beads in 2 to 3 polymers will allow polymers p1
and p4 in figure 4.3 (right) to bind.

FilamentHandler Class

The major fraction of particles in bead state model simulations are the beads
that represent the coarse-grained polymers. This means, that we mostly deal
with two topologies: isolated polymers, or linked polymers where two or more
isolated polymer topologies merge into one single topology. A class named
FilamentHandler was implemented to keep track of all bonds between polymer
beads, this includes bonds whithin a polymer, as well as bonds (links) across
polymers. The motivation for this class is twofold:

1. When two or more polymers are linked, it is not always possible to deter-
mine which beads belong to which polymer from the information ReaDDy
stores for these merged topologies alone. Keeping track of that has to be
handled separately.

2. Determining the direction for motor steps (they only move from tail to
head) can be computationally costly, when done based on a topology’s
graph alone. Furthermore, in some cases, determining which particles
belong to which filament is not possible from a topology’s graph alone,
which makes it necessary to keep track of that information separately.

All reactions defined for polymers update the FilamentHandler. When occu-
rance of a reaction is being determined, the FilamentHandler provides informa-
tion on eligible reactant beads, and passes it to the functions that dynamically
determine the rates of the reactions.

Reaction Rates

The user needs to define rates for the polymeric reactions: attachment of beads
at the head, detachment of the tail bead, binding/unbinding of motors, and mo-
tor steps (along a polymer, in the direction from tail to head).
Rates in ReaDDy are specified in units of inverse time. A rate λ leads to a prob-
ability of p = 1 − e−λ∆t for the reaction to occur at each integration step of size
∆t [64]. The probability p comes to bear for each reaction candidate. ReaDDy
allows to specify these rates dynamically for topology reactions by specifying
a rate function when the reaction is defined. In bead state model the topology
reactions are attach, detach, motor step, motor unbinding. When a topology is
checked for occurance of a reaction at the current integration step, the total rate
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has to be determined by the dynamic rate function. In case of motor unbind-
ing for example, the total rate is the number of motor pairs in the topology (i.e.
number of motors divided by 2) multiplied by the individual rate. This is done
in conjunction with the FilamentHandler, which keeps a list of motors for each
topology.
Motor binding, by contrast, is a spatial reaction rather than a topology reaction.
The number of reaction candidates depends on the spatial composition of all
polymers. Two core beads can form a link and become a bond motor pair, if their
distance is less than a threshold specified via parameter
reaction radius motor binding (attribute of the Parameters class). In addi-
tion, the self-reaction distance (attribute name: min network distance) comes
into play for polymers belonging to the same topology (see figure 4.3).
Dynamic rates for spatial reactions were not possible in ReaDDy, until I added
the feature via a pull request5. Before the contribution, only static rates were
possible. Dynamic rates allowed to introduce capping to the number of mo-
tors, as well as decreasing the binding rate with the number of motors already
present. This is optional, and can be controlled with the parameter n max motors.
Setting it to None will disable capping and disable adjusting the rate with the
number of motors. Setting it to a positive integer will decrease the rate linearly
until it reaches 0 at the defined number,

λeffective = (1 − nmotors/nmotors, max)λ.

4.1.3 Network Assembly

The Python package bead state model contains tools to generate polymers and
polymer networks. This section describes the algorithm used by the class
CreateNetworkSimple to generate networks with N polymers with identical
number of beads M. The suffix ”simple” in the class’ name is to discriminate it
from class CreateNetworkNatural, which generates networks with polymers of
different lengths, rather than polymers of all identical lengths.

Nucleation of Polymers

These steps are performed to place the first two beads of N polymers in the
simulation box, referred to as nucleation of the polymers:

5Pull request #192: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/pull/192
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Nucleation Algorithm

For N polymers, do the following:

1. Place the first bead of the polymer at a random position r in the
simulation box.

2. If the position overlaps with a previoulsy placed bead, go back to
step 1.

3. For the second bead, draw distance l from a normal distribution
with mean µl = 1x0 and standard deviation σl = 1/

√
kstretch.

4. Draw a random direction (ϕ, θ) ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, π).

5. Check if placing second bead on designated position (ϕ, θ) on
sphere with radius l around the first bead would lead to overlap.

6. If it leads to collision, go back to step 3.

After nucleation, there are 2N beads in the simulation box.

Elongation

After nucleation, polymers are being elongated by adding more beads. Beads
are placed following the direction of last segment plus some noise. The algo-
rithm in detail is as follows:

Elongation Algorithm (Part 1)

Repeat the following M − 2 times:

For all N filaments, do:

1. Determine the unit direction vector u pointing from second to last
to last bead.

2. Draw random distance l from a normal distribution with mean
µl = 1x0 and standard deviation σl = 1/

√
kstretch.

3. Draw random angle θ from normal distribution with mean µθ = 0
and standard deviation σθ = 1/

√
kbend.

4. Draw random rotation from uniform distribution [0, π).

5. Construct vector v = (l, 0, 0).

6. Rotate vector v around anchor (0, 0, 1) by angle θ, yielding vθ =
(l cos θ, l sin θ, 0).

7. Rotate vector around anchor (1, 0, 0) by angle γ, yielding vθ,γ =
(l cos θ, l sin θ cos γ, l sin θ sin γ).

(continued on next page)
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Elongation Algorithm (Part 2)

8. Construct rotation matrix R that would rotate vector (1, 0, 0) onto
u, use it to rotate vθ,γ.

9. Add the final vector to the position of the last bead. This is the
designated position of the bead to append.

10. Check for overlap at designated position. If it would lead to over-
lap, repeat from step 1.

11. Place bead at designated position.

The nucleation as well as the elongation do not take repulsion between beads
into account. This was implemented, because networks were supposed to work
also with simulation software that has no repulsion between direct neighbors.
The plot of segment length distributions in figure 4.7 sheds some light how
polymers behave during network assembly in contrast to simulations.

Include Potentials during Network Generation

The bead state model framework is tailored towards simulations of systems
that include “external” particles like microspheres in microrheology or opti-
cal tweezer experiments and limiting geometries like cortex-like thin layers of
actin. Overlap between external particles / energy walls can lead to very large
forces during simulations, which can cause the collapse of whole systems. To
avoid this, overlaps can be carefully removed by simulations with very small
time steps, which are referred to as equilibration simulations in this thesis. In
order to reduce the risk of very high energies in initial states, arbitrary external
potentials can be included by providing a custom acceptance rate handler to
a CreateNetworkSimple instance. The potentials are considered during filament
placement by assigning a batch of possible positions probabilities that decrease
with higher energy. From these batches, only one position is randomly chosen
based on its assigned probability, making it more likely that a lower energy po-
sition is chosen.
While this approach does not yield equilibrated systems, it allows the user to
cut down the time that is required for equilibration simulations, since very high
energies are avoided. This allows for a larger time step during equilibration
simulations without the risk of a collapse due to very high forces.
For the systems used in this thesis, predefined acceptance rate handler exist.
For example, how to incorporate a spherical repulsive potential at the center of
the simulation box is shown in the following code snippet:

from bead_state_model.network_assembly.create_network import\

AcceptanceRateHandlerBeadInNetwork

from bead_state_model.network_assembly.create_network_simple import\

CreateNetworkSimple

system = CreateNetworkSimple(
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box=box, # specifies your system size

k_bend=k_bend, # stiffness of created polymers

k_stretch=k_stretch, # spring constant defining segment

# length of polymers

n_filaments=700,

n_beads_per_filament=25

)

ar_handler = AcceptanceRateHandlerBeadInNetwork(

n_batch=30, # Number of possible positions of which

# only one is chosen.

radius=radius_bead, # Cut-off for repulsive potential.

k_repulsion=k_repulsion, # Strength of repulsive potential.

position=box/2 # Place bead at center.

)

system.acceptance_rate_handler = ar_handler

system.run() # generate network

4.1.4 Including External Particles and Potentials

When simulations are set up, bead state model handles the definition of poly-
mers, cross-links/motors, polymerization and depolymerization. Any other
particles that are to be added to the system have to be defined manually. In
order to do so, the user can utilize the full set of methods that ReaDDy (the
simulation engine that bead state model is based on) provides to

• define new particle species,

• define new topology types and topology particle species (a topology in
ReaDDy is a set of particles connected with bonds, and defines what en-
ergies arise due to the bonds),

• define potentials between pairs of particle species,

• define external potentials and on which particle species they act.

To access these ReaDDy methods in bead state model simulations, one has
to create an implementation of the BaseSetupHandler class and override the
call method, which receives the ReaDDy “system” as a parameter. The ex-

ample below shows how this would be done to create a spherical particle that
interacts repulsively with polymer particles:

from readdy import ReactionDiffusionSystem

from bead_state_model import BaseSetupHandler, Simulation

class RepulsiveSphere(BaseSetupHandler):
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def __init__(self, radius: float, force_constant: float):

self.r = radius

self.k = force_constant

def __call__(self, system: ReactionDiffusionSystem):

system.add_species('sphere', diffusion_constant=1/self.r)

for polymer_particle in ['head', 'tail', 'core', 'motor']:

system.potentials.add_harmonic_repulsion(

'sphere', polymer_particle,

force_constant=self.k,

# 0.5 is the radius of the polymer particles:

interaction_distance=0.5 + self.r

)

r = 5.0

k = 100.0

# create bead_state_model simulation and pass it an

# instance of RepulsiveSphere:

s = Simulation(

...,

interaction_setup_handler=RepulsiveSphere(r, k)

)

A Full examples how the above is done exactly can be found in section A2 and in
the online documentation6. Furthermore, some of the methods above were used
to define microspheres in the simulations in chapters 6 and 7, and to restrict
actin to layers in the simulations in chapter 7. The publicly available data and
simulation scripts of these simulations (see also section A1 in the appendix)
serve as additional examples.

4.1.5 Example: Cross-linked Actin Network

This example7 demonstrates how to generate and then simulate a homogeneous
3D actin network with cross-links. The user need only interact through 4 classes
with the bead state model package: CreateNetworkSimple, Parameters,
Simulation, and DataReader. Their usage is demonstrated in the following
sections. For a more advanced example including non-polymer particles, see
section A2 in the appendix.

6Documentation: http://akbg.uni-goettingen.de/docs/bead_state_model/
7This example serves the purpose of a “How To” as you would find it in a manual of a

software, and includes technical language and plots that might seem odd for scientific writing.
Bear with me!
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Create Network

Executing the script in listing L4 in section A7 will generate 300 filaments con-
sisting of 15 beads each in a simulation box of size [20.0, 20.0, 20.0]. It cre-
ates the folder initial state and populates it with some output files, the most
important of which is the file beads.txt, which holds information on filament
beads’ coordinates and bonds between them (i.e. which beads belong to which
filament and in which order). The network assembly algorithm is described in
detail in section 4.1.3.

Note that the network’s initial state does not contain cross-links, there are
no bonds between filaments yet. These bonds will be formed during the sim-
ulation. To start a simulation with initial cross-links, one would have to run
two separate simulation: the first one starting from the initial state without
cross-links, cross-links would then form during that simulation; the second one
would then have to be started from the final state of the first simulation.8

Run Simulation

The script in listing L5 loads the initial state that was generated in the last sec-
tion and conducts a simulation. The simulation is rather short in order to not
take up too much time. The script creates the folder simulation output and
writes parameters and simulation output into that folder.

Visualization

The file simulation output/data.h5 is a regular readdy trajectory file, and we
can use readdy’s export method to export it to xyz format:

import readdy

traj = readdy.Trajectory('simulation_output/data.h5')

traj.convert_to_xyz(generate_tcl=False)

This creates the file simulation output/data.h5.xyz. For the quick visualiza-
tion in figure 4.4, the software ovito was used [78]. The displayed box is rather
crowded. To visualize filaments with thin tubes, you can use the
actomyosin analyser package:

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis.analyser import Analyser

from actomyosin_analyser.file_io.xyz_exporter import XYZExporter

dr = DataReader('simulation_output/data.h5')

a = Analyser(dr, 'simulation_output/analysis.h5')

8In general, it is often a good idea to split your simulations in two parts, where the first part
serves to equilibrate the network, and the second part then starts from that equilibrated state.
Examples of that can be found in section A2 and in the online manual
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Figure 4.4: 3D visualization of beads of filaments. Colors indicate different
bead types: (brown) core, (green) motor, (gold/yellow) head, (teal) tail.

expo = XYZExporter()

expo.export_all(a, folder='simulation_output/xyz')

When using ovito for visualizations similar to that in figure 4.5, see section 3.5.4
how to map the columns of the xyz files.

Reading the Output Data

The trajectories of particles can be read via the DataReader class:

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

dr = DataReader('simulation_output/data.h5')

coordinates = dr.read_particle_positions()

filaments = dr.get_filaments_all()

To get a feeling for the data loaded by the code above, print out the follow-
ing:

print(coordinates.shape)

# prints (21, 4500, 3), if you did not change the default

# number of simulation steps / write frequency or number of

# polymers / beads per polymer.
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Figure 4.5: 3D visualization of filaments as tubes. Data was generated using
the actomyosin analyser Python package. A slice of width 5 bead diameters
is shown. Green are inner segments, red are heads/tails of filaments, teal are
links.

# First axis is number of frames,

# second axis is number of beads,

# third is number of dimensions.

print(len(filaments))

# prints 21, one item per frame.

print(len(filaments[0]))

# prints 300, one item per polymer

print(filaments[0][0])

# Information which beads belong to this filament,

# we will use them later to select coordinates

# from our (21, 4500, 3) array.

The following code snippet demonstrates how to access spatial data of individ-
ual filaments, by plotting a few randomly selected filaments at frame 0:

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

# select 10 indices

selected_indices = np.random.choice(
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np.arange(len(filaments[0])), 10

)

for idx in selected_indices:

c_idx = coordinates[0, filaments[0][idx].items]

x = c_idx[:, 0]

y = c_idx[:, 1]

plt.plot(x, y, '-o')

plt.xlabel('$x/x_0$')

plt.ylabel('$y/x_0$')

plt.show()

The result is a 2D projection of the filament coordinates as shown in figure 4.6.
For more recorded data, using the Analyser class of the actomyosin analyser

package is recommended. The plot was actually created using the Analyser

class, the code is shown in listing L6 in section A7 in the appendix. Due to
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Figure 4.6: 2D projection of 10 randomly selected filaments.

drawing the filaments with lines, artifacts in the form of box-spanning straight
lines appear at periodic boundary crossings. How to handle lines at periodic
boundaries is discussed in section 3.5.4.
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Segment Length Distributions

This section further demonstrates how to handle the simulation data by com-
puting and plotting the segment length distributions, i.e. the distance between
direct neighbor beads in all filaments, at the beginning and at the end of the
simulation. In addition, it visualizes the different properties of filaments in net-
work generation versus filaments in simulations. The code for the plot can be
found in listing L7 in the appendix. The resulting plot is shown in figure 4.7.
A difference between the distributions at the initial state (frame 0) versus the
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Figure 4.7: Gaussian kernel density estimates of the segment length distribu-
tions (distance between neighboring beads of a filament) at frame 0 (equivalent
to the initial state) and at the last recorded frame 20.

final state (frame 20) can clearly be seen. The initial angles and distances be-
tween beads are drawn from normal distributions that do not take repulsion
between neighbours into account. In the simulation, however, repulsion plays
an important role in shaping the length distributions. In the plot of the length
distributions, it is visible that the lengths are initialized (frame 0) with mean
µ = 1x0, where x0 is the diameter of a bead. However, due to repulsion be-
tween these beads during simulation, overlap is penalized and the distribution
quickly becomes skewed and the mean shifts to µ > 1.

This concludes the example. During the example, the user should have got-
ten an idea of how to create a network, start simulations of the created network,
and access data of simulations using the bead state model Python package.
The following chapters demonstrate the application of bead state model on a
larger scale with many repitions of simulations of isolated filaments as well as
simulations of filament networks and their interaction with external particles.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics of Isolated Filaments

Actin and other biopolymers are commonly described by the worm-like chain
(WLC) model [8, 15, 43, 79]. In order to validate that filaments show prop-
erties characteristic of worm-like chains (see section 2.2.2), simulations of iso-
lated filaments were analyzed in this chapter. The bending potential govern-
ing the stiffness of polymers in the bead-state model (see equation 4.1), has
successfully been shown to capture WLC characteristics [43, 64]. However, a
key difference to previous studies using this potential, is the repulsion between
polymer beads. This repulsion was introduced to enable steric repulsion be-
tween filaments in networks, such that entanglement dynamics are included
in bead state model simulations. Due to technical constraints in ReaDDy (the
general particle simulation framework that bead state model is based on), these
repulsions also exist between direct neighbor beads within a filament. Hence,
hallmark characteristics of WLCs were re-evaluated in this chapter.
Furthermore, this chapter demonstrates polymer dynamicsand what type of
data can be analyzed in conjunction with the actomyosin analyser python pack-
age.

Simulations were set up to contain one single filament each (availability of
simulation data is described in detail in section A1). In this and the following
chapters, rather than using the greek letter variables introduced in section 2.1.1,
spatial values were specified in units of x0, temporal values in units of t0 and
energies in units of kT. Where no factors for conversion to physical units are
specified, x0, t0 and kT denote dimensionless distance, time and energy quanti-
ties.
For all simulations in this chapter, the number of beads per filament was set to
N = 25. The edge length of the cubical simulation box was chosen to be 60x0,
where x0 is the diameter of the beads. The large edge length asserts that the
filament can’t interact with itself across the periodic boundaries.
The full list of default parameters used for the isolated filament simulations is
given in section A7 (listing L8) in the appendix. These parameters were used
for all simulations in this chapter where not stated otherwise.
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5.1 Persistence Length

Stiffnesses of polymers are controlled via the bending force constant kbend. For
the bending potential in equation 4.1, the relation between persistence length lp
and kbend is governed by the following identity[43]:

kbend = lp
kT
⟨l⟩ , (5.1)

where ⟨l⟩ is the average distance between consecutive beads of the filaments.
Due to the aforementioned repulsion between beads, ⟨l⟩ is greater than the rest-
ing length x0 of the stretching potential. To determine values for ⟨l⟩, the distri-
butions of l were evaluated from simulation data for simulations with different
kbend. Plots of the distributions are shown in figure 5.1. As shown in figure 5.1,
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Figure 5.1: Distributions (KDEs with Gaussian kernel) of segment lengths eval-
uated from 480 filaments for each kbend.

⟨l⟩ is not affected by kbend, hence leading to a linear relationship kbend ∼ lp. Val-
ues for lp predicted via this linear relationship are shown in figure 5.2, where a
value of ⟨l⟩ = 1.16 (and dimensionless kT = 1) was used.
Another way to determine lp from simulation data is by fitting an exponential
decay function to the tangent-tangent correlations (see equation 2.7). Figure 5.3
shows the tangent-tangent correlations and the decaying exponential fits for
various bending moduli kbend. Results of the fits are plotted into figure 5.2 and
agree well with lp predicted via equation 5.1.
Data in figure 5.3 and figure 5.1 have been evaluated for 120 simulations at 4
independent frames, resulting in 480 contours total, for each value of kbend. For
independence across frames, a large interval between those frames was chosen,
motivated by the plot of autocorrelations of end-to-end vectors R (see equa-
tion 2.4) in figure 5.4. The autocorrelations drop to 0 at a difference ∆frames of
about 4000 to 6000 frames.
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Figure 5.2: Persistence lengths lp is linearly related to bending force constant
kbend. Black dashed line: lp computed using equation 5.1. Colored markers: lp
retrieved from exponential decay fits in figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Tangent-tangent correlations along the contour of 480 filaments for
each kbend. Data were averaged in 17 bins (circles). A decaying exponential was
fitted to data with ∆s < 25x0.

For analyses of the end-to-end distances in the next paragraph and conver-
sion to physical units in the next section, the average contour lengths ⟨lc⟩ are
required. The contour lengths of the filaments represented by 25 beads is com-
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Figure 5.4: Autocorrelations of the orientation of end-to-end vectors R. Shown
curves are averages over N = 120 simulations of isolated filaments for each
kbend.
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Figure 5.5: Violin plots (with Gaussian KDEs) of contour lengths at different
kbend. Mean contour lengths ⟨lc⟩ are marked by central horizontal lines.

puted as the length of the segments ri (vectors from bead i to bead i + 1),

lc =
N=23

∑
i=0

||ri||.

Figure 5.5 shows the contour length distributions for the 480 contours for each
kbend. The bending modulus does not have an influence on contour lengths,
with averages ⟨lc⟩ ranging from 27.7x0 to 27.9x0.
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Using the persistence lengths from the exponential fits and the average contour
lengths computed above, we can use equation 2.8 to estimate the expected av-
erage end-to-end distances R. Figure 5.6 shows the expected R and compares
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Figure 5.6: Average end-to-end distances predicted using equation 2.8 for
WLCs and computed directly from simulation data (N = 480 filaments for each
kbend).

them to the actual R computed from simulation data. Good agreement between
both R results as well as good agreement between lp calculated in two differ-
ent ways shown in figure 5.2, demonstrate that WLC characteristics are well
captured by simulated polymers.

5.2 Conversion to Physical Units

bead state model simulations are not suitable for accurate predictions in physi-
cal units. The main reason for that is the coarse-graining, where single polymers
consist of bead chains with tens to hundreds of beads. The diameter of biopoly-
mers is usually largely overestimated, since the diameter of polymer beads is
rather large. Nonetheless, a rough estimation of conversion factors for length
and time is described in this section.
Let us define the polymers represent actin filaments of length 15 µm. With the
mean contour length ⟨lc⟩ in internal units (with bead diameter set to unity), we
can calculate the conversion factor

x0 =
15 µm
⟨lc⟩

. (5.2)

⟨lc⟩ are the mean values shown in figure 5.5. Computing x0 with these values
yields x0 ≈ 0.54 µm.
This value for x0 can be used to pick a persistence length matching that of
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actin. The persistence length of actin lies between 10 µm and 17 µm accord-
ing to recent reviews [1, 8]. In the following sections and chapters, a value of
kbend = 26 kT was used, which leads to a persistence length of lp = 29.77, or
lp ≈ 16.1 µm in physical units.

From nondimensionalization of the overdamped Langevin equation
(equation 2.3), the time conversion factor is defined via the diffusion coefficient,

t0 =
x2

0
D . For a rough estimation of the time in physical units, one can use the

diffusion of a bead with diameter x0. With the viscosity of water at room tem-
perature, η(T = 293.15K) = 0.001002 kg/(m · s) [80], matching conditions of
actin model systems in experiments, this yields

D =
kT

6πηr
= 0.794 · 10−12 m2/s

via the Stokes-Einstein equation, with r = x0/2. The resulting time conversion
factor is

t0 ≈ 0.37 s.

5.3 Filament Diffusion

Key assumptions of the rouse model are not met by our simulated polymers.
The MSD predicted by the Rouse model (see figure 2.3) applies to ideal chains,
or very long chains that can be described in their ideal chain limit, with lengths
many times that of the Kuhn length (see section 2.2.1). Even though the simu-
lated filaments are far from that criterion (for WLCs the Kuhn length is approx-
imately 2 times the persistence length, b ≈ 2lp [45]), it is a fair expectation that
we should see similar regimes in the MSD of a bead of polymers simulated with
bead state model. At low lag times, we will not see the restrictions neighbour-
ing beads impose on the observed bead (regime I), at intermediate lag times
the bead has to display subdiffusive behaviour (regime II), at long lag times the
bead displays the free diffusion of the whole chain (regime III).
To cover the large lag time range necessary for such a MSD, I conducted sim-
ulations of 120 filaments at a time step of dt=0.001 for 3 different (n steps,

observation interval) parameter pairs:

1. Small observation interval (SOI): (10000, 1),
2. intermediate obs. interval (IOI): (300000, 60),
3. large obs. interval (LOI): (60000000, 12000).

Figure 5.7 shows the MSD of central beads of polymers combined for those
three experiments in the upper plot, and the slope p of the MSD on double log-
arithmic scales (see equation 2.11) in the lower plot. The MSD curve shows
qualitatively the expected shape. At low lag time, it follows the free diffusion
line, it then visibly steers away from it at around τ ≈ 10−2t0, entering a subd-
iffusive phase that last up until above τ ≈ 102t0. At τ ≳ 103t0, the MSD curve
run nearly parallel to the free difussion line again.
The plot of the slope in the bottom chart of figure 5.7 reveals a fourth regime.
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Figure 5.7: MSD of central beads (position 13 of 25) on double logarithmic
scale (top) and corresponding slope (bottom) of experiments with 3 different
observation intervals combined to cover a large range of lag times τ. Where
data from 2 experiments were overlapping, only the data of the experiment with
larger observation interval were used. The black dashed line is a hypotheical
MSD for a freely diffusing bead.

The intermediate τ range displays two plateaus rather than one, one with a
slope of p ≈ 0.65 for 10−1t0 ≲ τ ≲ 100t0, and another with a slope of p ≈ 0.8
for 101t0 ≲ τ ≲ 102t0.
The slope curve shows artifacts in form of two spikes at just below τ ≈ 10−1t0
and a smaller one at τ ≈ 101t0, which are artifacts from stitching together the
simulations with different lag times. The data before the first peak stem from
SOI simulations, the data between the two peaks stem from IOI simulations.
The MSD from SOI simulations was cut at the lowest τ of the IOI simulations.
As described in section 3.2, the larger the lag times in MSD computation, the
lower the number of available data points, which usually lead to larger vari-
ance. Hence, at the point where the SOI MSD and the IOI MSD were stitched
together, the transition from large fluctuations (low number of data points) to a
smooth curve (high number of data points) leads to the spikes in the slope.

In order to further investigate the two plateaus of the slope of the MSD at inter-
mediate lag times, the MSDs of central beads and their slopes of filaments with
different bending force constants kbend are shown in figure 5.8. The simula-
tions with varied kbend cover about two decades less in low and high lag times.
Nonetheless, the intermediate regime including the plateaus in the slope, start-
ing with slope p ≈ 0.65 and increasing to slope p ≈ 0.8, are both present in the
covered time scale. The rise from the first to the second plateau in the slopes,
however, increases in steepness with increasing kbend. This gives rise to the hy-
pothesis, that the two plateaus in the intermediate lag time regime are caused
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Figure 5.8: MSDs of central beads (position 13 of 25) of filaments with different
stiffnesses (different kbend) on double logarithmic scale (top) and corresponding
slopes (bottom). Shown MSDs are averages over MSDs of 120 individual fila-
ments. The black dashed line indicates hypothetical free diffusion (if the beads
were not part of filaments).

by the two different potentials, Ubend and Ustretch, restricting the beads’ trajec-
tories (see model definition in chapter 4).
The onset of the climb of the slope towards p ≈ 1 is also visible in figure 5.8.
This onset occurs at lower lag times for higher stiffness (higher kbend) as well.
At the lag times where the slope is close to 1, the filament moves like one coher-
ent particle. The data indicates that this free diffusion of whole filaments occurs
faster the stiffer the filaments are.

5.4 Influence of Time Step on Filament Dynamics

In particle simulations, it is desirable to use time steps as large as possible, that
still lead to physical behaviour, in order to minimize the number of simulation
steps (one of the main factors for how long the simulations take to run on your
computer) required to cover the same simulated time (see also section 3.1). But
since the equation of motion is numerically integrated, too large time steps can
lead to unphysical situations like two strongly repulsive particles overlapping.
This, in turn, can lead to unphysically large forces on these overlapping parti-
cles, potentially triggering a chain reaction causing more particles to overlap.
Through trial and error, a time step of ∆t = 0.006t0 has been found to be near the
upper limit of time steps that reliably lead to physical behaviour in simulated
systems with the default force constants (kbend = 26, kstretch = 20, krepulsion =
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80). Changing the force constants or introducing other interacting particles
likely leads to different optimal time steps.

To rule out that polymer dynamics are impacted by the chosen time step, the
MSDs and slopes of the outermost beads of polymers were plotted in figure 5.9
for 3 different values of ∆t. Outermost beads were chosen, since they display
the fastest fluctuations, which would make possible deviations in the dynamics
likely best visible for them. Data were combined from the IOI and LOI experi-
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Figure 5.9: MSDs of outermost beads (positions 1 and 25) on double logarithmic
scale (top) and their slope (bottom) of simulations with different time steps.
Each curve is the average over N = 120 filaments. Data were combined from
two sets of simulations (experiments), to cover a larger lag time range. The
black dashed line is the hypothecical MSD of a freely diffusing bead.

ments of section 5.3. The peaks at τ ≈ 101t0 in the slopes are artifacts of the data
combination as explained above. The MSD curves appear to be almost identical
for all time steps. This is also reflected in the slopes, which are more sensitive
to changes.

5.5 Discussion

Biopolymers in computer simulations are commonly modeled as discrete WLCs
[10, 15, 43]. In this chapter, it was confirmed that polymers simulated with
bead state model behave like WLCs, by comparing WLC model predictions on
persistence length and end-to-end distances to simulation data (section 5.1).
In other coarse-grained biopolymer simulations, either no repulsion between
polymers was defined [10, 11, 15, 43], or repulsion between polymers was re-
alized as repulsion between cylindrical segments [12, 14, 37]. In contrast, in
bead state model repulsion between polymers, which is needed for entangle-
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ment dynamics in polymer networks, is realized as repulsion between beads of
the bead chains. Due to technical constraints in the underlying ReaDDy frame-
work, this repulsion also applies to direct neighbors in the bead chains. As a
consequence the distance between consecutive beads (segment length) is sig-
nificantly greater than the resting length of the streching potential which was
illustrated in figure 5.1.
Another consequence of using beads of the bead chains for steric repulsions, is
that diameters of filaments are largerly overestimated in bead state model sim-
ulations. According to the conversion factor estimated in section 5.2, the bead
diameter and hence the polymer diameter is x0 = 0.54 µm. I.e., the diameter of
actin (7 − 8 nm [1, 8]) is overestimated by a factor of around 70. This overesti-
mation might impact the polymer dynamics in bead state model simulations,
and should carefully be considered when converting simulation results to phys-
ical units.
Filament diffusion was studied in section 5.3 via the displacement of central
beads of the filaments. While, based on the Rouse model (section 2.2.3), three
distinct regimes in the MSD were expected, the plot of the slope in figure 5.7
rather revealed four distinct regimes. Instead of one regime at intermediate lag
times, two regimes are present. When the slope of filament MSDs was inves-
tigated for filaments of different stiffnesses (figure 5.8), an impact of filament
stiffness on the onset of the third and fourth regime was found. This might
indicate that the two regimes at intermediate lag times are caused by the two
different potentials Ubend and Ustretch both of which constrain the motion of par-
ticles.
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Chapter 6

Passive Microrheology

One of the reasons to create the bead-state model and its implementations was
to establish a simulation framework for various actin model systems. To put the
bead state model simulation framework’s flexibility and performance to a test,
passive microrheology (MR) simulations were conducted analogous to in-vitro
experiments on actin model systems performed by our department [26, 35] and
many others. In these experiments microbeads are placed in a homogeneous
3D actin network. Their mean-squared displacement (MSD) is then determined
(e.g. using diffusing wave spectroscopy [56] or from trajectories recorded via
particle tracking [58]). Similarly, in the simulations presented here (availability
of simulation data is described in detail in section A1), a single MR probe bead
was placed in the center of the 3D actin network. The MSDs of the MR beads
were computed in order to perform a fit with the Paust model (see section 3.3.2),
retrieve the complex viscoelastic modulus G∗.
In a first set of simulations, the radius of the MR bead was varied, and the effect
of the radius on the resulting plateaus of G′ compared to experiments.
In a second set of simulations, the actin concentration was varied in entangled
and cross-linked networks, and the dependence of the plateau moduli com-
pared to theory.

6.1 Network Assembly and Simulation Setup

Networks with space for an MR probe bead at the center of the cubical simula-
tion box were generated using the CreateNetworkSimple class. The space was
kept nearly filament free by placing a spherical repulsive potential at the cen-
ter, which is taken into account by a Monte-Carlo-like filament bead placement
algorithm. More details on how custom potentials can be set up for network
generation are described in section 4.1.3.
Keeping the space for the MR bead free of filaments is helpful for the equili-
bration process, as direct overlaps between filaments and the MR bead can lead
to unphysically large forces, potentially leading to artifacts. To start the equi-
libration process, the MR bead was placed at the center of the networks, and
the networks with beads inside were simulated for 5000 steps with very small
time steps of ∆t = 10−6t0 in order to carefully remove any remaining overlap
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between filaments and beads.
Example code similar to that used to create the networks, run the equilibra-
tion simulations, and after that run the actual simulations, can be found in sec-
tion A2.

6.2 Varying the MR Bead Radius

Not all sizes are suitable for MR probe beads [31]. When probe beads are cho-
sen too small, the storage moduli G′ (see section 2.4) computed from the probe
beads’ MSDs are underestimated and become bead-size dependent [31]. In or-
der to establish which probe bead sizes are appropiate for MR simulations, sim-
ulations with varying probe bead radii were conducted and analyzed. The fol-

Figure 6.1: Side view of the simulation boxes at t = 100t0 for 3 simulations
with different bead radii. The radii are a = 1.86x0 (left), a = 3.7x0 (center), and
a = 7.4x0 (right).

lowing simulations were conducted with 800 filaments consisting of 25 beads
each, a simulation box with edge length 60x0, a time step of ∆t = 0.001t0 and 4
repetitions for each bead radius a. We varied the bead radius a logarithmically
in 4 steps from 1.85x0 up to 14.8x0. The values had initially been chosen with
a preliminary estimation of x0 ≈ 0.54 to match radii of ≈ 1 µm up to ≈ 8 µm,
respectively. A visualization of simulations with 3 different MR bead sizes is
shown in figure 6.1. The systems are shown at t = 100t0 (corresponding to the
100,000th simulated step with step size ∆t = 0.001t0). The visualization illus-
trates, that the smaller beads showed faster diffusion, since they moved further
away from the center of the box, where they were initially placed, while the
largest bead remains nearly at its initial location.
The MR beads in these simulations were ”slippery” in the sense that they inter-
acted with the filaments through a purely repulsive potential,

Vslippery =

{
k
2

(
d − a − x0

2

)
, if d < a + x0

2 ,
0 , otherwise,

where d is the distance from a MR bead’s center to a filamentous bead’s cen-
ter. To quantify the diffusion of slippery MR beads, the MSDs were computed.
Figure 6.2 shows the ensemble MSDs of slippery MR beads. The MSDs are aver-
ages over the individual MSDs (see section 3.2) of the 4 repetitions for each bead
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Figure 6.2: Ensemble MSDs of slippery MR beads of different sizes. Each en-
semble MSD is the average over 4 individual MSDs. The dashed lines are hy-
pothetical free diffusion MSDs of beads of matching sizes.

radius a. The MSDs display a nearly unhindered diffusion (MSD curve close to
free diffusion line) for the smallest bead of radius a = 1.85x0. This indicates
that those small beads slip through the pores of the networks. Starting at the
next smallest bead of radius a = 3.7x0, the MSDs reveal subdiffusive bead tra-
jectories (curves diverging from free diffusion line), which might indicate that
beads of sizes a ≥ 3.7x0 are suitable for probing viscoelastic properties of the
actin networks.
Figure 6.3 shows the complex shear moduli G∗, estimated by applying the Paust
method (section 3.3.2) to the ensemble MSDs in figure 6.2. Plots of the fits ap-
plied to the MSDs are shown in the appendix in section A4, and some note-
worthy details are described there. The plateau moduli G0 were evaluated by
numerically determining the saddle point ωsaddle (see section 3.4) and using
G0 = G′(ωsaddle). G0(a) is plotted in figure 6.4. The plot shows that the plateau
G0 increases with increasing a.

According to a study by He and Tang [31], a correlation between G0 and
a indicates that the bead size is too small to be suitable for MR analyses (vis-
coelastic properties of the network should be independent of the probe bead).
For slippery beads, the radius a would have to be in orders multiple times that
of the mesh size ξ. The mesh size can be estimated using equation 2.12. In the
bead-state model, the radius of polymers is x0/2, and the volume of the poly-
mers is the sum of the volume of their beads. This leads to Vpolymer = 800 · 25 ·
4
3 π(x0/2)3. The resulting volume fractions are between ϕ(a = 1.85x0) ≈ 0.0485
and ϕ(a = 14.8x0) ≈ 0.052 and correspond to mesh sizes between ξ(a =
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Figure 6.3: G′ (solid lines) and G′′ (dashed lines) computed by applying the
Paust method to the ensemble MSDs in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.4: Plateau modulus G0 plotted against the MR bead radius a. G0 was
determined from G′ in figure 6.3 (slippery) and figure 6.7 (sticky) by determin-
ing the saddle points.

1.85x0) ≈ 2.27x0 and ξ(a = 14.8x0) ≈ 2.2x0. Therefore, the largest bead that
was used is only ≈ 6 − 7 times the mesh size. To increase the ratio of MR bead
size to mesh size, either the MR bead size or the actin density (which would
decrease the mesh size) have to be increased. However, increasing the bead size
or the actin density much further is not feasible, since that would massively in-
crease the run time of the simulations (see section A3 on performance of MR
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simulations).
In contrast to slippery probe beads, sticky beads, i.e. beads that show attrac-

tive interactions to the actin network, should be more suitable for MR measure-
ments at bead sizes of the order of the mesh size [31]. Therefore, another set of
simulations were conducted, where the interaction between MR beads and fila-
ment beads was governed by a potential that repels filaments if d < a + 0.5x0,
and attracts them if a + 0.5x0 ≤ d < a + 0.58x0 (see figure 6.5). The potential
was defined using the piece-wise harmonic potential provided by the ReaDDy
simulation framework [64] (which bead state model is based on).

-0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05
(d − (a + 0.5x0))/x0

-0.5

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

0.1

V
/

kT

Figure 6.5: Interaction potential of the sticky bead with filament beads, which is
repulsive at distances d < a + 0.5x0, and attractive at slightly larger distances.

Due to exponential increase in run time with the MR bead radius (see sec-
tion A3.1), the radius a was now restricted to a range of [1.85x0, 7.4x0], with a
finer logarithmic step size. This lead to shorter run times per simulation, and al-
lowed for 16-20 repetitions for each a. The MSDs of the sticky beads are shown
in figure 6.6, the complex moduli computed via the Paust fit are shown in fig-
ure 6.7.

The MSDs of beads with the two smallest radii displayed behaviour rather
close to free diffusion, while those with larger radii entered a more pronounced
subdiffusive regime. The shape of the MSDs of the two smallest beads leads
to problems in fitting the Paust model, which is to be expected, since it comes
to overfitting when only the free diffusion regime is present in the MSD. The
fitting of individual MSDs is shown in section A4.1. The plateau modulus for
all but the smallest two bead sizes (see G′ in figure 6.7) lie within a corridor of
one decade and G0 does not show a correlation to bead radius a for those sizes
(see sticky bead graph in figure 6.4). This shows that sticky MR beads with
a radius of a ≥ 2.62x0 are suitable for probing viscoelastic properties of actin
networks with densities similar to or larger than those used here. Therefore, in
the following MR simulations with different actin densities, only sticky beads
were used.
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Figure 6.6: Ensemble MSDs of sticky MR beads of different sizes. The dashed
lines are hypothetical free diffusion MSDs of beads of matching sizes. Ensem-
ble MSDs with a = 1.85, 3.7, 7.4 are averages over 20 individual MSDs, other
ensemble MSDs are averages over 16 individual MSDs.
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Figure 6.7: G′ (solid lines) and G′′ (dashed lines) computed by applying the
Paust method to the ensemble MSDs in figure 6.6.
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6.2.1 Comparison of Paust and Mason Methods

The Paust method and the Mason method are two different ways to compute
the complex shear modulus G∗ from a MR bead’s MSD. More details on the
methods are given in section 3.3. In this chapter, the Paust method was used
exclusively. However, since the Mason method is more commonly used (for
example in [26, 55, 56, 73, 74]), this section compares G∗ computed via both
methods. My colleague Peter Nietmann kindly evaluated the ensemble MSDs
of the slippery beads using the Mason method and provided the final results.
For this comparison, spatial and temporal values were converted with x0 =
0.54 µm and t0 = 0.37 s, respectively. This puts the MR beads at radii of
a = 1 µm, 2 µm, 4 µm, 8 µm. The temperature was set to T = 293 K.
The resulting complex moduli are shown in figure 6.8. In figure 6.9, the same
curves are shown individually for direct comparisons to their counterparts re-
trieved via the Paust method. While at low frequency (high lag time in the
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Figure 6.8: G′ (solid lines) and G′′ (dashed lines) computed by applying the
Mason method to the ensemble MSDs in figure 6.2. Data were kindly computed
by Peter Nietmann.

MSDs) the fits lead to fluctuating G′ and G′′ due to insufficient data (number
of data points decreases for larger lag times), at values above ω = 10−1 the
Mason fits produced consistently smooth curves. Looking at this part, one can
see the same order dependent on the bead radius as in the plot produced with
the Paust method (figure 6.3). The plateaus can not be determined by fully
automatically finding the saddle point, as with the Paust method. Whichever
method one were to apply to determine the height of the plateaus, though, one
can clearly see an increase in G′ with the bead radius a, which would be re-
flected in the plateau modulus G0 as well. In other words, evaluating G0 via
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Figure 6.9: Direct comparison of moduli computed via Paust method with mod-
uli computed via Mason method. For each MR bead radius r, the ensemble
MSDs in figure 6.2 were used. Data computed with Mason method were kindly
provided by Peter Nietmann.

the Mason method leads to the same conclusion as using the Paust method. For
its ease of use and robustness, I used the Paust method for all computations of
G from ensemble MSDs. To not include complex moduli that are the result of
failed fits, all individual fits were inspected (see section A4 in the appendix),
and the relative errors of the fit parameters monitored. The plots in figure 6.9
show a direct comparison of G∗ produced with Mason and with Paust method
for individual bead sizes. At values above ω = 10−1, G′′ curves are very sim-
ilar for both methods. The plateaus in G′ do not match for the smallest bead.
The plateau is estimated higher in the intermediate frequency regime with the
Mason method. The smallest bead did, however, show almost free diffusive be-
haviour, and might not be suitable for either method. For all other bead radii,
the height of the plateaus of G′ in the intermediate frequency regimes are al-
most identical. G′ produced with the Mason method displays steeper slopes,
starting a bit lower, but crossing G′ produced with the Paust method at around
ω ≈ 100. The tails of G′ at high frequencies show an increasing slope for the
Paust method, but stay rather at the same slope for those produced with the
Mason method.
In conclusion, while there are differences between the results produced by both
methods, they show good agreement in the plateau moduli, which are mainly
analysed in this thesis. Therefore, the more robust Paust method will be used
going forward.
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6.3 Varying the Actin Density

Figure 6.10: 3D visualization of networks with varying actin density and em-
bedded MR probe bead of radius a = 7.4x0, showing actin filaments in green,
MR bead in light red, cross-links in dark red. The left-hand side column shows
entangled actin networks, the right-hand side column shows cross-linked net-
works. Rather than all particles/filaments, only those within a slice of width
18x0 are shown. Simulations contain N = 696 filaments (top) and N = 2160
filaments (bottom).

In the simulations in this section, the numbers of actin filaments were var-
ied, i.e. the actin concentration (see figure 6.10). The MR probe bead radius was
fixed at a = 7.4x0, the time step was set to ∆t = 0.003t0 for a part of simulations
with lower concentrations and to ∆t = 0.006t0 for those with larger concentra-
tions. Other parameters were identical to those in the previous section.

The number of filaments N was varied logarithmically ranging from N =
606 to N = 2599. The ensemble MSDs of the MR beads were calculated
(figure 6.11), where each one is an average over n = 16 individual MSDs. The
MSDs of beads in lower density networks initially display a section, where the
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Figure 6.11: Ensemble MSDs of MR beads in entangled networks with vary-
ing number of filaments. Each ensemble MSD is the average over 16 individ-
ual MSDs. The dashed lines are hypothetical free diffusion MSDs of beads of
matching sizes.

curve is near the free diffusion line with slope 1 (dashed line), and then enter
into a subdiffusive section at larger lag times. This transition is not visibly cov-
ered for at least the highest two densities (N = 2160, 2599). Since the Paust fit
model is a linear combination of 3 different curve shapes, the quality of the fit
might suffer significantly when the MSD shows only one phase, as was the case
with the two smallest beads in the previous section. However, inspecting the
fit plots and uncertainties of fit parameters in figure A4.4 did not indicate any
problems.
Via the Paust fit, the complex moduli were computed (figure 6.12). Due to the
number of different N values (16 different values), only half of them are shown
in this plot.

A trend of increasing storage modulus G′, and with that an increase of G0,
with the number of filaments can be seen. This matches expectations from theo-
retical work by Morse. The binary collision approximation by Morse [81] based
on the tube model [44, 82, 83] predicts the relation

G0 ∼ c7/5
A

for entangled networks (without cross-links/motors). cA is the actin concentra-
tion, which is equivalent to the number of filaments in the simulations.
As can be seen in figure 6.13, G0 values computed from the simulations do agree
with the predicted exponent of 7/5.

With identical number of filaments, we repeated the simulations with cross-
links that can dynamically form bonds and break bonds between filaments. The
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Figure 6.12: G′ (solid lines) and G′′ (dashed lines) computed by applying the
Paust method to the ensemble MSDs of MR beads in entangled networks (fig-
ure 6.11).
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Figure 6.13: Plateau modulus G0 plotted against the number of filaments, which
is equivalent to the actin concentration cA. Power law fits were performed,
to determine the optimum exponent p in the relation G0 ∼ cp
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predicted by theory are drawn in as straight lines with slopes 7/5 (entangled)
and 11/5 (cross-linked).

rate rCL,bind was set to 2/t0, and rate rCL,unbind to 1/t0 (see section 4.1.2). As
initial states, the same networks (after removing overlap) as for the entangled
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network simulations were used. The maximum number of links was uncapped.
On average, it settled at around 3 to 3.5 times the number of filaments, as can
be seen in figure 6.14. Note, that the number of links goes slightly super linear
with number of filaments, since higher density increases the number of possible
binding sites (black dashed line illustrates hypothetical linear increase).
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Figure 6.14: (Left) Number of cross-links (number of filament beads with state
motor divided by 2) plotted at each recorded frame. Lines are from individual
simulations, color codes for number of filaments, as per the color bar of the plot
on the right. (Right) Time averaged number of cross-links plotted against num-
ber of filaments. Averages were computed for individual simulations (multiple
data points of same color). The black dashed line indicates linear increase.

Due to simulations running slower with the added interactions of filament link-
ing, the number of simulated steps was reduced to nsteps = 105. The observa-
tion interval was reduced as well to every 25 steps, to cover a similar number
of decades in lag times of MSDs, albeit shifted to lower lag times. The time step
for the cross-linked network simulations was set to the slightly different value
of ∆t = 0.005t0 (in entangled simulations it was ∆t = 0.006t0).

The ensemble MSDs (n = 8) of the MR beads are plotted in figure 6.15. The
shift to lower lag times might in part explain the presence of the transition
point of the near-free diffusion regime to a subdiffusive regime even for the two
highest densities, which was not visible in the entangled networks (figure 6.11).
However, taking a closer look at the lag time axis, these transitions are visible
roughly around τ = 100t0 for both N = 2599 and N = 2160, a lag time that is
also covered for the MR bead MSDs in entangled networks. This indicates that
MR beads embedded in cross-linked networks are a little less hindered in their
diffusion, and that pockets in the network are larger on average compared to
entangled networks. This could already be suspected from the overview visu-
alization in figure 6.10. An intuitive explanation for this is that links reduce the
distance between filaments, leading to clusters of high filament density, which
in turn leads to more space (larger pockets) between these clusters.
The ensemble MSDs have been fitted with the Paust model (individual fit re-
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Figure 6.15: Ensemble MSDs of MR beads in cross-linked networks with vary-
ing number of filaments. Each ensemble MSD is the average over 16 individ-
ual MSDs. The dashed lines are hypothetical free diffusion MSDs of beads of
matching sizes.

sults in figures A4.5 and A4.6) and half of the resulting viscoelastic moduli are
shown in figure 6.16. In the storage moduli G′, we again see an increase in
height with number of filaments. The plot of G0 and power law fit in figure 6.13
show a steeper increase compared to the entangled networks. Plateau moduli
G0 are lower for cross-linked networks with low density, but exceed those of
entangled networks at around N ≈ 1100. The steeper increase is in agreement
with theory by MacKintosh et al. [84], which predicts the relation

G0 ∼ c11/5
A .

While their theory initially predicted this relation for dense entangled networks
that are affine under deformation, it was since then rather used in the context
of cross-linked networks (e.g. in [22, 85–87]). The power law fit in figure 6.13
leads to a slightly higher exponent of 2.5 ± 0.2.

6.4 Discussion

With the MR simulations in this chapter, it was demonstrated that
bead state model is capable of simulating large actin networks and that its flex-
ibility allows for construction of model systems with actin, links and external
components.
As shown in section 6.2, the dynamics of MR beads of different sizes and dif-
ferent surface properties embedded in polymer networks match the dynamics
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Figure 6.16: G′ (solid lines) and G′′ (dashed lines) computed by applying the
Paust method to the ensemble MSDs of MR beads in cross-linked networks (fig-
ure 6.15).

observed in experiments [31]. This implies that MR beads with purely repulsive
interactions with polymers (slippery surface) are not suitable for probing net-
works with mesh sizes of the same order of the bead size. Whether much larger
(many times the mesh size) slippery beads are more suitable has not been stud-
ied, since the performance of the simulations is highly impacted by the size of
the largest particle interaction radius (see run times in figure A3.1). Since the
MR set up adds only one external (non-filament) particle species (the MR bead)
to the simulation box, we deal with a bidisperse system. The performance of
these systems could be largely improved by the implementation of hierarchical
grids (see section 3.1.5) in the ReaDDy2 framework.
Sticky MR beads (with a short range of attractive interactions right outside
of the repulsive interaction range) have proven more suitable for probing vis-
coelastic network properties through MR in simulations.
In section 6.3, sticky MR beads were used to study the plateau modulus G0 in
dependence of the network density. These simulations revealed exponents in
the G0-power-law that are quite close to theoretical predictions. This is true
for entangled (computed: 1.0 ± 0.2, predicted: 1.4), as well as cross-linked net-
works (computed: 2.0 ± 0.1, predicted: 2.2). How well these theoretical values
predict exponents determined through in vitro networks is an ongoing matter
of research [22, 35, 88, 89]. The exponents determined through simulations are
at the lower end of ranges found through in vitro experiments for entangled
networks (2.1 ± 0.8 [35], 1.3 ± 0.3 [89], 1.8 ± 0.4 [88], 1.4 [24], 1.2 ± 0.2 [60]), and
close to the value of 2.2 found for cross-linked networks [22].
The effect of cross-links was studied with one set of parameters only, even
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though several cross-link parameters were found to have different impacts on
viscoelastic properties of networks [1, 90]. One parameter directly affecting the
plateau modulus is the cross-link concentration which has been studied in net-
works isotropically cross-linked with heavy meromyosin [22]. Simulations in
this chapter were conducted with uncapped numbers of links and static bind-
ing rate. Using static binding rates was the only possibility for spatial reactions
in ReaDDy [64] (see section 4.1.2). In the meantime, means to allow finer control
of the number of links have been implemented, made possible by a feature con-
tribution to the open source ReaDDy framework1. The user can now choose to
set a cap to the number of links. Defining this cap automatically causes the rate
rCL, bind to dynamically decrease with the number of cross-links present. Using
this cap parameter, one could study the effect of varying cross-link numbers on
G0 in bead state model simulations.

To my knowledge, no simulations studying passive MR in polymer networks
have been published prior to this thesis (active MR simulations have been stud-
ied in [91]). However, multiple studies investigating rheology of actin net-
works through global shear deformation exist, for example by Teayoon Kim
and coworkers [12, 18, 92]. One of those studies introduces a method called
segment-tracking, which is inspired by microrheology. In segment-tracking,
trajectories of segments of filaments rather than trajectories of MR beads [12] are
used to determine G∗. Employing segment-tracking in bead state model simu-
lations could be an option to study viscoelastic properties of networks without
the need for large MR beads that severly increase the simulation run times. Per-
forming passive MR simulations should be possible with Taeyoon Kim’s simu-
lation code as well. In another study, they have demonstrated its capabilities to
include large spheres that interact with the actin network [93]. However, their
simulation code is not publicly available, and thus did not pose an option for
MR simulations in this thesis.
A popular and publicly available2 framework for simulations of actin and other
components of the cytoskeleton is cytosim [11, 17, 38, 94]. Utilizing built-in
features, one can configure spherical particles [11] that can serve as passive
MR probe beads. An attempt to replicate the entangled network simulations
of this chapter is discussed in section A5 in the appendix. Section A5 concludes
that although MR studies via cytosim are possible, simulations perform bet-
ter in bead state model, and cytosim would require larger beads or decreased
mesh size (both of which would likely decrease performance further) in order
to probe viscoelastic properties with MR beads (how MR bead size and mesh
size can affect measurements was described in section 6.2)

1Pull request #192: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/pull/192
2Project page: https://gitlab.com/f-nedelec/cytosim
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Chapter 7

Indentation and Relaxation

A common way to experimentally probe the mechanics of actin networks or
cells, is indentation with an atomic force microscope [25, 95–97]. Inspired by
atomic force microscopy experiments, this chapter presents simulations (avail-
ability of simulation data is described in detail in section A1) where a single
large spherical indenter was pressed into an actin network layer (see overview
in figure 7.1). Microspheres directly exerting strain to actin networks have been
studied experimentally before, e.g. by Gurmessa et al. [24]. In contrast to their

h
=

15
x 0

z/x0

VI(z)

Figure 7.1: 3D visualization of the indentation simulations. A spherical inden-
ter of radius a = 5x0 (where x0 is the diameter of the beads in the bead chains
that represent actin polymers), under the influence of a truncated harmonic po-
tential VI(z), presses downwards into an actin network confined to a layer. The
layer has a height of h = 15x0. In x and y directions, periodic boundaries are
used.
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setup, where the bead was embedded in the actin network, in the simulations
the sphere was placed outside the network initially and then pushed into the
network. In order to resemble the shape of actin cortices, the actin network was
confined to a layer. Straining of actin layers via the indenter/microsphere and
subsequent relaxation of the networks were studied for networks with different
conditions, which were chosen to resemble biochemical conditions that enable
or disable processes like treadmilling, cross-linking or myosin motor steps.

7.1 Network Assembly

Without the indenter present, 8 networks were generated within the boundaries
of the layer of height 15x0 (figure 7.2 A), using the algorithm described in sec-
tion 4.1.3. Simulations of the networks were run for 30000 steps at ∆t = 0.005t0
to allow the networks to relax. For each network, these relaxation simula-
tions were run without cross-links (rbind = 0/t0) as well as with cross-links
(rbind = 2/t0) (figure 7.2 B). The number of links/motors was capped at 1000
(i.e. 2000 filament beads with state motor). A potential Vactin was applied to the
network, which effectively keeps the filaments inside the layer in z direction:

Vactin =


kbox, actin(z − 7.5x0)

2, if z ≥ 7.5x0,
0, if − 7.5x0 < z < 7.5x0,
kbox, actin(z + 7.5x0)

2, if z ≤ −7.5x0

Periodic boundaries were set in x and y directions. These networks were
used as initial states for five different types of systems: entangled networks
(E), entangled networks with treadmilling (T), statically linked networks (SCL),
dynamically linked networks (DCL), and active networks with motors (A) (see
figure 7.2 C).

The binding rate for the links was set very high at rbind = 2.0/t0, and the
maximum number of links was capped at nL,max = 1000 (i.e. 2000 link particles).
With this setting, the number of links remains at the niveau of nL = 1000 at
almost all times. In the case of dynamic unbinding and binding (conditions
DCL, A), this means that when a link bond is broken, a new link bond will be
formed right within the same or the next time step, and the number of links
will stay at (or just below) nL = 1000. However, the new link bond will likely
be created at a different location and between different polymers than the one
that had been broken, as there are many more possible binding sites than the
1000 links can cover.

7.2 Forces on the Indenter

The indenter is driven by a potential

VI(z) =

{
kI
2 (2.5 − z)2 , if z > 2.5
0 , else,
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entangled
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entangled
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Figure 7.2: Generation of initial conditions. A) Layers of actin networks gener-
ated, repeated 8 times. B) 8 networks were simulated for a short period under
2 different conditions (16 simulations total): without any links (entangled), and
with link formation activated. The 16 final states served as initial states for 5
different conditions. C) 8 entangled networks from B) served as initial states
for conditions entangled and treadmilling. 8 linked networks from B) served as
initial states for conditions passively cross-linked (no unbinding), dynamically
cross-linked (unbinding and binding), and active (links are motors, i.e. they can
bind, unbind and perform steps).

which is illustrated in the overview in figure 7.1. The indenter is placed in
contact right above the actin layer. Moving into the layer, the indenter starts
feeling a repulsion by the filaments, with which it interacts through

Vrepulsion =
kr

2
(d − ||r||)2, (7.1)

if the distance ||r|| = ||rb − rI || between filament bead (rb) and indenter (rI) is
smaller than d = a + x0/2 (indenter radius a plus the filament radius x0/2).
To estimate the average repulsion force Fr exerted on the indenter by all fil-
aments, the equation of motion (EoM) of the indenter for the repulsion force
was solved. The EoM is the overdamped langevin equation (equation 2.2). The
z-component of its discrete form can be written as

γ
∆z
∆t

= Ftot + Fthermal.

When we are looking at ∆z from one frame to the next, Fthermal will be the sum
over 50 values from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean, since frames were
recorded every 50 simulations steps. We will neglect this thermal contribution,
as ⟨Fthermal⟩ = 0. The remaining total force Ftot is comprised of two terms, FI =

− ∂
∂z

VI and Fr, the contributions on the indenter due to the repulsion between
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Figure 7.3: (Top) z-position of the indenter plotted against time. Thin black
lines are individual positions of indenters moving into entangled actin layers,
blue line is the average over the n = 16 individuals. Indenter and layer are
within touching distance initially, which is indicated by the gray (indenter po-
sition plus radius) and green (upper boundary of the actin layer) dashed lines.
(Bottom) Average forces acting on the indenter. The total force Ftot is estimated
from the position change ∆z from one frame to the next using equation 7.2. Sub-
sequently the repulsion force Fr is computed as Ftot − FI .

indenter and network. Solving for Fr yields

Fr = Ftot − FI =
kT
D

∆z
∆t

− FI . (7.2)

To further smoothen the computed Fr and justify the neglection of Fthermal, the
average z position of n = 16 simulations is used to compute the ensemble av-
eraged ∆z increments. An example of the introduced variables is shown in
figure 7.3 for the 16 repetitions with the entangled network.

In later iterations of indentation simulations, the force on the indenter was
recorded directly. A comparison between average total force estimated via
equation 7.2 and recorded force on the indenter shows good agreement between
the two methods (see figure 7.4).

7.3 Indenter Positions and Repulsion Forces for Dif-
ferent Networks

Figure 7.5 shows a plot of average indenter heights for the different conditions
at the top, and repulsion forces computed from the positions via equation 7.2 at
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Figure 7.4: Comparison between recorded average total force and average total
force estimated via equation 7.2 acting on indenters pressing into an entangled
actin layer.

the bottom. Due to repulsion between filaments and indenter, the equilibrium
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Figure 7.5: Average z-position (top) and repulsion force (bottom) of indenters
in simulations of different unlinked (E, T) and linked (SCL, DCL, A) network
conditions. Averages are composed of n = 16 individual simulations for each
condition.

point of the indentation potential (at z = 2.5x0) is never reached by the indenter.
The indenter entered deeper into the network layer for entangled networks (E,
T), than for the linked networks (DCL, SCL, A). Within the group of the linked
networks, the layers showed similar resistance against indentation. All linked
conditions SCL, DCL, A seem to resist the indentation for identical amounts,
leading to almost identical curves for indenter position and repulsion force.
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The same can be observed for the two unlinked polymer conditions E and T.

7.4 Polymer Density Under the Indenter

In simulations we have full information on all polymers. This allows us to vi-
sualize the impact the indenter has on the network layer with fine-grained lo-
cal densities. Network densities were estimated via kernel density estimation
(KDE) with Gaussian kernels using SciPy’s [98] gaussian kde function. A color
coded plot of densities of the entangled layer estimated at different points in
time on a 81x33x33 grid is shown in figure 7.6 (left).

Densities were averaged over the n = 16 entangled layers. The grid spans
an x-range of x ∈ [−20x0, 20x0], which is not the full extent of the box (x ∈
[−22.5x0, 22.5x0]), to exclude artifacts in the density estimation at the border.
The y and z-ranges are [−8x0,+8x0]. In addition, the voxels for which the ker-
nel (bandwidth ≈ 0.243, resulting in an extent of the kernel of ±1.2x0, beyond
which the kernel is approximately 0) lies completely within the indenter were
removed from the density estimate. The voxels for which the kernel overlapped
with the indenter were corrected, s.th. the numerical integral over the kernel
over the part of the volume that does not overlap with the indenter yields unity.
I.e., the overlapping volume was treated as unphysical volume and was ex-
cluded from the density estimate.
For the 2D color coded representation of the densities, the densities were aver-
aged over all 33 voxels in y-direction, and the z-limits were set to [−5.5x0, 5.5x0]
for the plots. Visualized via color coding, one can identify where the network
is displaced and compressed by the indenter resulting in an increased density
under the indenter (bright yellow/white). Just next to the indenter, the density
is decreased (dark purple). This is likely due to the entanglement of the poly-
mers: as the indenter pushes the polymers right below it, these polymers will
pull down other polymers they are entangled with as well.
Since the spatially different density can be hard to see with color alone, den-
sity profiles are shown in the right column of figure 7.6. The profiles show
mean densities over x ranges covered by the indenter (using grid points in
x ∈ [−5x0, 5x0]) at different heights. The density profile at t = 0t0 (top right)
is used as a reference normal line, shown as dashed lines in the density profile
plots at later points in time.
The density profiles again show the decrease in mean densities where the in-
denter pushes into the network. The displaced polymer is pushed downwards
into the layer leading to an increased density right below the indenter. This can
be seen well for the profile at t = 2.5t0 (where the blue solid line is right of the
dashed blue line for most of the z-range), and at the lower z values for t = 25t0.
At t = 250t0 the density below the indenter is almost back to normal (blue solid
line close to blue dashed line at low z).
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Figure 7.6: Average local particle densities in entangled (E) actin layers at dif-
ferent points in time. (Left) Average local densities evaluated on a grid with
81x33x33 voxels. For the 2D visualization, averages over the 33 voxels in y-
direction were computed. Colors represent different densities, ranging from
low density (dark purple) to high density (bright yellow). Area occupied by
the indenter is shown as black dashed line. (Right) Mean density profiles were
computed at the x-positions of the indenter (x ∈ [−5x0, x0]) and plotted at dif-
ferent z-positions. The profile at t = 0t0 was plotted as dashed line in the plots
at later points in time.
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7.5 Relaxation Times

To study relaxation times, the indentation simulations above were continued
from their state at t = 25t0, with the indenter fixed to its position at that frame.
Technically, the indenter particle was replaced with with a spherical harmonic
exclusion potential, which is identical to the repulsion in equation 7.1, but the
indenter is fixed to the position rI(t = 25t0). The repulsion force Fr exterted by
the network on the fixed indenter is computed as the sum of contributions in
z-direction fz by individual beads, where

fz = −∂Vs

∂z
= −k · (d − ||r||) ∂

∂z

√
x2 + y2 + z2

= −k · (d − ||r||) z
||r||

= k · z ·
(

1 − d
||r||

)
. (7.3)

For the entangled (E) layers, figure 7.7 shows the z-position and computed force
on the indenter before and while it was fixed to one position. The repulsion
force during downwards movement of the indenter (left of black dashed line)
was computed from the average indenter position of n = 16 individual simu-
lations as before (see equation 7.2 and figure 7.3). The repulsion force on the
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Figure 7.7: Indenter position and repulsion force acting on the indenter during
downwards motion (t < 25t0, left of black dashed line) as well as during fix-
ation (t > 25t0) in simulations with entangled actin networks. Positions (top)
are plotted for individual simulations (n = 16) as well as the average position
over these individuals. Force during downwards motion is estimated via equa-
tion 7.2, during fixation via equation 7.3.
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fixed indenter (right of black dashed line) was computed via equation 7.3 for
the n = 16 individual indenters and subsequently averaged. As can be seen in
the plot of the repulsion force Fr, the layer exerts a positive repulsion force on
the indenter when the indenter stops moving and becomes fixed. The exerted
repulsion force then decays, where the decay consists of two different regimes.
Directly after fixation, the force decays rapidly until around t = 50t0. This rapid
exponential decay has presumably to be attributed to the active pushing of the
indenter before it was fixed. This pushing causes polymers to be displaced rad-
pidly, which in turn have to pervade the space of neighboring polymers, caus-
ing the displacement of the neighbors and so on.
At t > 50t0, the decay continues in a drastically slower fashion, which appears

to be linear on the time scales covered in these simulations. The likely cause
for this slow mode of decay is the slow diffusion of the polymers in the entan-
gled networks. A relaxation process where polymers on average diffuse from
the higher density volumes (caused by compression from the indenter) to lower
density volumes, slowly maximizing the entropy in the system.
Figure 7.8 shows the average positions and repulsion forces over the n = 16
simulations for each of the 5 different conditions E, T, SCL, DCL, A. Note that
the T simulations with fixed indenter were started from the states at t = 25t0 of
the E simulations, as starting from a simulation with varying particle numbers
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Figure 7.8: Average indenter positions and repulsion forces acting on inden-
ters in simulations with different unlinked (E, T) and linked (SCL, DCL, A) net-
works. Averages were computed from n = 16 individual simulations for each
condition. At t < 25t0 (left of black dashed line), indenters were in a downward
motion, after which the were fixated at their location at t = 25t0. Forces during
downward motion were computed via equation 7.2, whereas during fixation
via equation 7.3.
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(like in T) is not supported in bead state model. The same decay of the repul-
sion force from the network on the indenter that was seen for E in figure 7.7 can
be seen for all conditions here. However, the initial exponential decay seems
to be significantly slower for the linked networks of conditions SCL, DCL and
A. To further dissect the repulsion force curves, the forces after the indenter
was fixed were smoothed1 and plotted again in figure 7.9. The smoothed force
curves show more clearly the above described combination of initial fast decay
followed by the slow decay.
The described shape of the curves gives rise to a fit model that is a combination
of two exponentials, where one represents the fast and the other the slow decay,

F(t; ffast, tfast, fslow, tslow, ) = ffast · exp (−t/tfast) + fslow · exp (−t/tslow) (7.4)

The model was fitted to the force curves of the different network condi-
tions, and forces predicted by the fits as well as the parameters tfast and tslow
are shown in figure 7.9.
Looking at the force curves of the two entangled conditions, E and T, the ini-
tial rapid decay appears to be almost identical, which is also reflected in the fit
parameter tfast. The following slow decay shows a clearly steeper decay for net-
works with treadmilling enabled (T), which leads to a lower tslow in the fit. This

1Smoothing was done using a Savitzky-Golay filter via the savgol filter function of the
scipy python package [98].
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Figure 7.9: Forces on fixed indenter and fit with a combined fast and slow expo-
nential decay (equation 7.4). (Top) Smoothed force curves (solid lines) and fits
(dashed lines). Fits were performed with the original rather than the smoothed
data. (Bottom) Resulting values for fit parameters tfast (left) and tslow (right).
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matches the expectations, since the polymers without treadmilling enabled (E)
can only passively diffuse through the network, whereas the treadmilling (T)
adds an active component of motion to the passive diffusion (see also section
7.6 on filament motion).
For the cross-linked conditions (SCL, DCL) a slower decay due to polymer dif-
fusion than for the entangled network (E) is to be expected since the diffusion
should become slower for cross-linked polymers (see also section 7.6 on fila-
ment motion). However, this is not reflected in the tslow fit parameter, where
the values are lower than for entangled networks (E). This steeper descent is
also directly visible at large t in the force curves (comparing for example DCL
and E) in figure 7.9. It has to be assumed that the double exponential fit model
fails for the comparison across the entangled (E, T) and the linked networks
(SCL, DCL, A) for the data available here, due to the large difference in the ini-
tial forces at t = 0 (see figure 7.9) and due to the short time scale covered where
the fast decay is still dominant.
Within the group of linked networks, however, one can see that fits to the force
curves of active networks (A) yield a lower tslow as compared to the cross-
linked networks (SCL, DCL). This matches the assumption that actively moving
filaments lead to faster network relaxation. Comparing only the cross-linked
networks, the fit yields a slightly longer relaxation time for statically cross-
linked (SCL) than dynamically cross-linked networks (DCL). With tslow,SCL =
1522t0 ± 161t0 and tslow,DCL = 1425t0 ± 155t0 the difference is still within error
margins, though.

7.6 Filament Motion for Different Conditions

The filament motion was used above as an argument for the expected relaxation
times of the different network conditions. However, in systems as complex as
actin networks, the impact of components like cross-links and motors on me-
chanical network properties depend on many factors like the motor unbinding
rate [99] or the ratio of actin and cross-link concentrations [100]. To garner in-
sights on the motion of filaments for different network conditions that were
simulated here, the MSDs of the centers of mass (CoMs) of filaments were com-
puted. A plot of the MSDs is shown in figure 7.10. The MSDs were computed as
averages over the 800 filaments of an individual simulation, and then averaged
over the 16 simulations for each condition. The errors were computed as the
standard deviation over the 16 simulation MSDs. Except for the treadmilling
condition (T), filaments did on average not travel the distance comparable to
the size of the indenter. With treadmilling, filament CoMs cover distances com-
parable to that a freely diffusing filament bead would travel. Filaments of the
unlinked conditions (E, T) moved larger distances than those of linked condi-
tions (SCL, DCL, A).
Across the linked conditions, surprisingly, dynamic link binding and unbind-
ing (DCL, A) results in shorter travelled distances than static linking (SCL). It
is only towards the end of the covered lag time range, that the MSDs of fila-
ments in networks with dynamic links overtake MSDs of filaments in statically
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Figure 7.10: MSDs of the centers of mass (CoMs) of filaments for different net-
work conditions. Errors (standard deviation over 16 MSDs of individual simu-
lations) are plotted as background shade in matching color, but is only visible
for A. The black dashed line (slope 1) is a hypothetical MSD of a freely diffus-
ing filament bead. They gray dashed horizontal line marks the radius a of the
indenter.

linked networks. Another noteworthy aspect that shows towards the end of the
covered time scale is that the slope of the MSDs of condition A increased faster
than those of other conditions. This might indicate larger travel distances for A
at time scales just beyond those in these simulations.

7.7 Discussion

Simulations in this chapter demonstrate the flexibility of the bead state model

python package. One important aspect of that flexibility concerns the configu-
ration of systems with external particles and various potentials affecting poly-
mers, external particles, and their interactions. With these tools, many different
systems can be constructed, and various actin model systems can be mimicked.
Furthermore, the full set of available standard reactions (attachment and de-
tachment of monomers, link binding/unbinding, motor steps) were demon-
strated in this chapter. While bead state model does not offer anything like the
countless options to configure binding proteins as cytosim does [101–103], by
providing fundamental processes like cross-linking and motor steps,
bead state model becomes a useful tool to study the impact of these processes
in various different scenarios.
Here, a hypothetical model system of an actin layer not covered by a mem-
brane has been constructed and its mechanical properties probed with a spher-
ical indenter. While (albeit much thinner) actin layers in experiments are usu-
ally studied in conjunction with a membrane (in vivo [95–97] or in vitro [25]),
bead state model allows us to study polymer networks free of other compo-
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nents. However, making use of the freedom the underlying ReaDDy engine
provides in building topologies and interactions between topologies, one could
add a dense sheet of connected particles (representing a highly coarse-grained
membrane) and anchor polymers to this sheet. This would allow us to study
systems similar to actin layers in conjunction with membranes.

To study the relaxation times of networks with different conditions, the indenter
was fixed and the repulsion force Fr asserted by the polymers onto the inden-
ter was measured. The repulsion force decayed rapidly right after the indenter
was fixed, and exhibited a slower linear decay later on. It was argued that two
different relaxation processes were at play, leading to two distinct regimes in
the decay of Fr: (1) a fast exponential decay due to filaments being pressed
into the volume below the indenter, and (2) a slow decay for filaments migrat-
ing/diffusing from the high density volume below the indenter (see also fig-
ure 7.6) into lower density volumes.
Based on this argument, the force curves were fitted with a combined fast and
slow exponential decay model. Results of these fits matched the expectations
(faster relaxation in networks with faster moving filaments) well for the entan-
gled networks with and without treadmilling. It was argued that in the present
analysis it is not possible to compare the relaxation times across entangled and
linked networks, due to the large different in initial forces. Within the group of
linked networks, however, the relaxation times for the slow relaxation process
are as one would expect – longest relaxation time for statically cross-linked net-
works and shortest relaxation time for active networks. However, the covered
time span is quite short. More insight might be gained by conducting simula-
tions covering longer time spans.
In a similar analysis by Gurmessa et al. [24] performed on entangled networks
that were strained with a microsphere, they observed exponential force decay
dropping down to zero force eventually, which is the expected response of a
viscoelastic liquid to strain [45]. It is possible that the forces in the systems
simulated in this chapter would also decay towards zero given long enough
simulated time spans. However, one clear difference between experiments by
Gurmessa et al. [24] and the simulations presented here, was that filaments
were only below the indenter in the simulations, whereas the indenter was fully
surrounded by filaments in their experiments. With filaments only below, one
would expect a positive residue force (exerting a force in positive z direction)
due to thermal fluctuations always driving some filaments back into overlap
with the indenter, even for a fully relaxed network.

One of the main drivers of run time of simulations is the particle number. Thus,
on one hand, keeping the particle number low enough, that simulations do not
take months or longer to finish, is crucial. On the other hand, one has to care-
fully consider how many particles need to be in the simulation to accurately
capture the physics of the systems that are to be studied. In the simulations in
this chapter, due to the experience from the MR simulations (chapter 6), simu-
lations in this chapter were conducted with N = 800 filaments (25 · N = 20000
filament particles). These particles were placed in a volume only 14% of the vol-
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ume used for the homogeneous 3D networks for the MR simulations, leading
to about 7 times higher densities. Still, the indenter moved quickly down into
this rather dense layer, as can be seen in figure 7.5. The networks seems to offer
only little resistance to the movement of the indenter.
One possible strategy to increase the network’s density further, would be to
make the layer thinner. It was set to h = 15x0. Applying the conversion factors
obtained in section 5.2, be it to only get a rough estimate, would put the layer
height at h ≈ 7.5 µm, which is at the order of the size of a cell. Hence, making
the layer much thinner would also make sense in order to make the layer more
cortex-like. However, one might have to carefully tune the combination of time
step size and how thin the layer can become, before the forces on indenter and
polymers become too large and lead to unphysical behaviour.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis it was demonstrated that the bead state model framework can
be used to replicate actin systems in computer simulations. These replications
include the actin networks’ interactions with external particles introduced for
specific measurements techniques.
In order to verify that mechanical properties of single polymers as well as poly-
mer networks are accurately captured by bead state model, the dynamics of
isolated polymers were compared with assumptions from the worm-like chain
model in chapter 5, and microrheology (MR) results from simulations were
compared against theory and experiments in chapter 6.
To demonstrate the flexibility of the framework, two different systems served
as proof of principle: homogeneous three-dimensional actin networks with in-
serted passive microspheres for MR in chapter 6, and actin layers that were
compressed with spherical indenters in chapter 7. For both systems, the flexible
and extendible network generation tools provided by bead state model were
used to generate initial states that avoided overlap between networks and ex-
ternal particles, which enabled equilibration simulations with larger time steps
(see section 4.1.3).
As described in section 4.1.4, bead state model provides full access to func-
tionality of the underlying ReaDDy simulation framework, to define arbitrary
particles and bonds between particles. Here, these functionalities were used to
add passive microspheres (MR) and active microspheres that were subject to a
potential driving them down into actin network layers (indentation).

One concern in simulations of relevant length scales and time scales was the per-
formance that determines how long the simulations take. In bead state model

as well as in cytosim, the performance was further reduced significantly when
particles that were large in comparison to the polymers were introduced (see
section A3). Nonetheless, the run time of bead state model simulations pre-
sented in this thesis remained within reasonable bounds. The longest ones, MR
simulations with microspheres of around 30 times the size of a bead in the poly-
mer bead chains, took 30-40 days. Halving the size of the microspheres dras-
tically reduced the run times. The size of the largest particle heavily impacts
the run time, hence this size should be carefully considered when using the
bead state model simulation framework.
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For systems without external components, the frameworks cytosim [11] and
MEDYAN [14] might well excel in performance and flexibility. For example,
both these frameworks give their users better control over cross-links and mo-
tors. Thus, to study for example effects of different cross-links with different
angles, or the interplay when different cross-links/motors are present at the
same time, cytosim or MEDYAN would likely be the better choice.
The bead state model simulation framework was built as a tool to help shed
light on systems where external components interact with actin networks. Its
here demonstrated ability to replicate these kind of systems is a crucial differ-
ence and distinguishes bead state model from the aforementioned simulation
frameworks. Hence, bead state model expands the ecosystem of open source
actin simulation tools.
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Chapter A

Appendix

A1 Data and how to Reproduce it

Data were grouped into ”experiment” folders. An experiment, here, is a set of
similar simulations, where up to a few parameters were varied. Experiment
folders were uploaded to a dataverse in the the Göttingen Research Online
repository1. A list of experiments with direct links to their respective dataset
and some additional information is given in section A1.3 below.
The raw data (as well as analysis files containing raw particle trajectories, see
section 3.5.2) were excluded in most uploads, since their sizes made them un-
suitable for the online repository. Every experiment folder, however, contains a
README.rst including some instructions how equivalent raw data can be repro-
duced through simulations. The exact same data (down to every last digit by
using the same random numbers), can not be reproduced, since ReaDDy does
not provide means to get or set the random seed. For a copy of the original raw
data, please contact me directly2.
Note that most plots can be reproduced with the included intermediate, pro-
cessed data. I.e., there is no need to have the raw data to reproduce most plots.

A1.1 Concepts for Reproducibility

Each of the experiment folders uploaded to the online dataverse contains a foler
named reproduce, containing scripts to reproduce equivalent raw data, plots,
and intermediate data used for plots. Each experiment folder contains the file
README.html (generated from README.rst) that might contain further details
specific for each experiment.

For redundancy, two independent concepts for reproducing data and plots were
implemented. The first one works only with conda3. Conda is a package /
version management tool, that allows you to have multiple python environ-
ments, where each environment can have its own specific versions of pack-
ages installed, independent of any other environment. To create a conda en-

1Full URL: https://data.goettingen-research-online.de/dataverse/thesis-kuhlemann
2Contact: ikuhlem@gwdg.de
3Conda documentation: https://docs.conda.io/en/latest/
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vironment with packages in compatible versions, the reproduce folders include
environment.yml files that contain information on exact version numbers. More
details on how to use these files are given in the READMEs in the specific experi-
ment folders.
The second option to set up an environment for reproduction is Docker4. Docker
is a tool to build, share and manage containers of bundled applications. Simi-
lar to a virtual machine, a container includes all the dependencies (down to the
kernel of the operating system), that are required by the bundled application to
run. Docker has become the de facto standard in the software industry to make
application building and installing reproducible across any kind of computer
running (or emulating) a GNU/Linux operating system.

Both concepts were implemented such that the conda environment or docker
container can be activated with a few commands, after which scripts in the
reproduce folder can be executed with all required libraries in place.

A1.2 Experiment Folder Structure

Experiment folder names start with consecutive, zero-padded, two digit num-
ber, followed by a very short description of a few words. For example
25 entangled MR vary bead radius.

How Simulations were Run

Experiment folders initially usually contained 3 files:

Experiment folder/

create_networks.py

default_params.json

run_simulations.py

The 3 initial files were used to initialize and run the simulations. Run-
ning the file create networks.py created folder initial states and populated
it with N network folders network00, network01, etc. Execution of the file
run simulations.py with flag --equlibrate used these initial states, and ran
rather short simulations with a carefully small time step. The goal was to equi-
librate the networks to a level where it was safe to simulate them with a larger
time step for the actual, data-generating simulations.
Final states of equilibration were saved in folder initial states equilibrated.
In most experiments, folders in there already used the same numbering as the
simulations will. Namely, the folders were named out0000, out0001, and so
on. The numbers did not necessarily correspond to the numbers of the initial
state folders. This depended on the instructions in the run simulations.py file.
Usually the same network / initial state was used for simulations under dif-
ferent conditions. E.g. if we wanted to compare entangled versus cross-linked
conditions, the network might have been run once with links disabled, once

4Docker website: https://www.docker.com/
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with links enabled. The mapping of initial state index to simulation index was
written to a comma-separated values (CSV) table, when the simulations were
started with run simulations.py (without the --equilibrate flag). The table
was stored in file simulations/index.csv. Simulation data was saved in folder
simulations as well, in subfolders out0000, out0001, and so on.

Files after Running Simulations

After the procedure described in the last section, the experiment folder looked
like this:

Experiment folder/

create_networks.py

default_params.json

initial_states/

index.csv

network000

network001

...

initial_states_equilibrated/

out0000

out0001

...

simulation_index.csv

run_simulations.py

simulations/

out0000

out0001

...

simulation_index.csv

Analysis and Results Files

In addition to the simulation scripts and output data, I put plot scripts and other
analysis scripts at the top level of the experiment folders. Results produced with
these scripts were usually put into a folder named results and into several
subfolders therein.

Simulation Folder

The individual simulation folders were named out0000, out0001, and so on,
and were placed in folder simulations. A simulation folder was created at the
start of the simulation and a copy of the parameters used was placed in file
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parameters.json (or in later versions in config.toml). During simulation, tra-
jectories of particles were saved to file data.h5, and information on which par-
ticles belong to which filament and information on the bonds between filament
particles was placed in links.h5. This file might have been ommited in simula-
tion of single filaments. During analysis of simulation data, the Analyser class
of the actomyosin analyser package saved some results and interim results in
file analysis.h5.

A1.3 List of Experiments

This section contains a list of experiments whose data went into this thesis at
any point. The entry of an experiment contains a brief description, a link to the
dataset on data.gro.uni-goettingen.de, and a list of figures based on their
data.

E19

Description: Simulations of isolated single filaments with different stiffness,
which is controlled via the bending force constant k bend. These simulations
were used to verify simulated polymers behaved like worm-like chains.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/TCTEZN
Figures: 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5.

E25

Description: Microrheology simulations. Microspheres of varying radius were
placed at the center of homogeneous 3D entangled networks. In contrast to E34,
microspheres in E25 were “slippery”, i.e. interactions between microsphere and
polymers were purely repulsive.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/V7KVRJ
Figures: 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.8, 6.9, A3.1, A4.1.

E34

Description: Microrheology simulations. Microspheres of varying radius were
placed at the center of homogeneous 3D entangled networks. In contrast to E25,
microspheres in E34 were “sticky”, i.e. interactions between microsphere and
polymers were repulsive on overlap, and attractive at short ranges just outside
overlap.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/OHVUR7
Figures: 6.4, 6.6, 6.7, A4.2.

E36

Description: Microrheology simulations, where microspheres of identical size
were placed at the center of homogeneous 3D entangled networks with vary-
ing actin density. Microspheres were “sticky”, i.e. interactions between micro-
sphere and polymers were repulsive on overlap, and attractive at short ranges
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just outside overlap. Counterpart with cross-linked rather than entangled net-
works can be found in E37.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/K09BOV
Figures: 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, A3.2, A4.3, A4.4.

E37

Description: Microrheology simulations, where microspheres of identical size
were placed at the center of homogeneous 3D cross-linked networks with vary-
ing actin density. Microspheres were “sticky”, i.e. interactions between micro-
sphere and polymers were repulsive on overlap, and attractive at short ranges
just outside overlap. Counterpart with entangled rather than cross-linked net-
works can be found in E36.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/CMHWAK
Figures: 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, A4.5, A4.6.

E38

Description: Short simulations of actin in a layer (periodic boundaries in x and
y direction, potential in z keeping polymers inside layer). Final states of these
simulations served as initial states for experiments E40, E41, E42, E43 and E45.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/MVORG2
Figures: 7.2.

E40

Description: Indentation simulations, where microspheres are pressed into lay-
ers of entangled actin networks. Final states of entangled networks of E38
served as initial states.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/SP3BTR
Figures: 7.3, 7.5, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.6.

E41

Description: Indentation simulations, where microspheres are pressed into lay-
ers of dynamically cross-linked actin networks. In contrast to static cross-links
in E42, the dynamic cross-links used here can bind and unbind during simula-
tion. Final states of cross-linked networks of E38 served as initial states.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/P9JJVA
Figures: 7.5, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10.

E42

Description: Indentation simulations, where microspheres are pressed into lay-
ers of statically cross-linked actin networks. In contrast to dynamic cross-links
in E41, the static cross-links used here are fixed, they can not bind or unbind.
Final states of cross-linked networks of E38 served as initial states.
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Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/OMXQ0E
Figures: 7.5, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10.

E43

Description: Indentation simulations, where microspheres are pressed into lay-
ers of actomyosin networks. The myosin motors can dynamically bind, unbind
and perform steps. Final states of cross-linked networks of E38 served as initial
states, where cross-links were replaced by motors.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/TKYBEK
Figures: 7.5, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10.

E45

Description: Indentation simulations, where microspheres are pressed into lay-
ers of actin networks with treadmilling enabled. Final states of entangled net-
works of E38 served as initial states.
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/NEHNA6
Figures: 7.5, 7.8, 7.9, 7.10.

E50

Description: Simulations of isolated single filaments. Data of E50 cover in-
termediate frame rate regimes, compared to the other similar isolated filament
experiments (E51, E52).
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/AOGTAS
Figures: 5.7, 5.9.

E51

Description: Simulations of isolated single filaments. Simulations in experi-
ment E51 use a low frame rate / large observation interval, and a large number
of simulated steps compared to similar single filament experiments (E50, E52).
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/JT25UF
Figures: 5.7, 5.9.

E52

Description: Simulations of isolated single filaments. Simulations in experi-
ment E52 use the highest possible frame rate (observation interval 1, i.e. record
every simulation step), and are simulated for a smaller number of simulation
steps compared to similar isolated filament experiments (E50, E51).
Link: https://doi.org/10.25625/G0MXSU
Figures: 5.7.
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A2 Example: Set Up Simulations with External Par-
ticles

The example in section 4.1.5 defines bead state model simulations with actin
components only. One goal when I developed the bead state model python
package was flexibility that would allow us to set up simulations of actin com-
bined with other components, which I refer to as external particles. Simulations
including external particles were used in chapters 6 and 7. Those simulations,
however, were configured through a now deprecated user interface. All func-
tions used there for simulation configuration are still available as a low level
interface, but usage of the new high level interface with classes Simulation and
Parameters is recommended. In this section, I describe how to set up simula-
tions with a passive microrheology (MR) bead embedded in a network.

A2.1 Scripts and Configuration Files

The 4 source files used in this example are in full length in listings L9 , L10
, L11 and L12 (section A7). A digital version of very similar files can be found
in the online documentation (note, however, that files there might get updated,
changed, or removed, and that you might have to fall back to the code in the
referenced listings).
Create a folder example microrheo, into which you place the 4 source files:

example_microrheo

create_networks.py

default_params.json

run_equilibrations.py

run_simulations.py

A2.2 Create Networks

The first script you have to run is create networks.py. Run it e.g. with:

python create_networks.py 3

The number in the end is the number of processes to run in parallel. Adjust it to
match ne number of processes that you want to use (more than 6 won’t have any
benefit, as only 6 networks will be generated). The script will generate 6 net-
works with 17500 particles in total (forming 700 filaments with 25 beads each).
The script saves the generated networks in folders initial states/network000

to initial states/network005. An index table is generated and saved as
initial states/index.csv.
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A2.3 Equilibrate

The network generation algorithm creates isolated filaments nearly equilibrated,
but that’s not necessarily the case for crowded networks. And when it comes
to placing large beads like the one we want to use for microrheology, the algo-
rithm is not too successful either. To remove potential overlaps of filaments and
the larger bead, we need to carefully equilibrate the system.
We do that here by running Brownian dynamics simulations of the 6 networks
with very small time steps for several thousand steps with the script
run equilibrations.py. These simulations might take 30 minutes up to sev-
eral hours each, depending on the computing power of your CPU. I recommend
you run as many of the processes as you can in parallel. It’s 6 networks that we
want to equilibrate, so 6 processes would be ideal. Pass the number of processes
to be run in parallel to the script when you execute it in the command line.
The essential difference when setting up simulations with external particles lies
in the arguments passed to the Simulation class:

s = Simulation(

output_folder=output_folder,

parameters=params,

non_filament_particles={'bead': bead_diffusion_const},

interaction_setup_handler=mr_bead_setup_handler

)

The non filament particles argument expects a dictionary mapping parti-
cle names (strings) to diffusion constants (floats). The
interaction setup handler needs to be an instance of a class that inherited
from BaseSetupHandler, and in its call method handles defining all rules
for the external particles through the system parameter. In our example that is:

class MRBeadSetupHandler(BaseSetupHandler):

...

def __call__(self, system: readdy.ReactionDiffusionSystem):

for other in ['core', 'head', 'tail', 'motor']:

system.potentials.add_harmonic_repulsion(

"bead", other,

force_constant=self._k_repulsion,

interaction_distance=.5 + self._radius

)

...

The function iterates over all filament particles and defines harmonic repulsion
between them and the MR bead ("bead").
The results of the equilibration simulations are stored in folder
initial states equilibrated.
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A2.4 Simulations

Now to the actual simulations. The simulations are run for all combinations of
parameters defined in the variable varied parameters in the script:

varied_parameters = {

'rate_motor_bind': [0.0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5],

'initial_state_index': np.arange(6)

}

The function call to create parameter table creates these combinations
twice (due to multiplier 2) and stores them in a pandas DataFrame:

parameter_table = _create_parameter_table(

varied_parameters, 2, offset

)

In the DataFrame, each of these 4 · 6 · 2 = 48 parameter sets is assigned an
unique index (sequential integer), that we then use to defer the output folder
name.

The number of steps to be simulated (and related to that: the number of
frames / data points to capture of the simulation) is defined in the file
default params.json. For this example, the number is set very low, to have
the simulations finish within reasonable time. You can increase the number of
steps, if you want to run proper scientific simulations (simulations of 100.000
steps take around 5-20 days on our compute cluster, ideally I would run all 48
simulations in parallel).

If you don’t adjust them the default parameters regarding the number of
simulated steps are

"n_steps": 100,

"observation_interval": 5

n steps is the total number of simulated steps. Every 5 steps, one frame will
be added to the resulting output file.

Once you are happy with the current parameters, execute the script. This
will create the folder simulations with 48 subfolders out0000 to out0047. In
addition, an index table will be written to simulations/simulation index.csv.
This script as well expects you to pass the number of parallel processes as an
argument.

A2.5 Reading the Data

Compared to the previous network example (section 4.1.5), we now have one
more trajectory to deal with: that of the MR bead. This will be automatically
included, when you use ReaDDy2’s data reading facilities, for example:

import readdy
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sim_index = 0

file_data = f"simulations/out{sim_index:04}/data.h5"

traj = readdy.Trajectory(file_data)

# this places a data.h5.xyz file next to the source data.h5 file:

traj.convert_to_xyz(generate_tcl=False)

If you want to read the trajectories, I recommend using the actomyosin analyser

python package (see section 3.5). The Analyser class provides methods to read
external particle (non filament) trajectories separately from filament coordi-
nates. This way you don’t have to deal with where external particle data is
stored. The following code snippet reads the trajectories of the MR beads for
the first three simulations, and uses a data to make a few scatter plots of the
positions:

import os

import numpy as np

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis.analyser import Analyser

simulation_indices = [0, 1, 2]

fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, len(simulation_indices))

for i, sim_index in enumerate(simulation_indices):

sim_dir = os.path.join('simulations', f'out{sim_index:04}')

dr = DataReader(os.path.join(sim_dir, 'data.h5'))

# To Analyser class, provide a data_reader and the

# path to the output file.

a = Analyser(dr, os.path.join(sim_dir, 'analysis.h5'))

# There is only one non-filament particle in these simulations,

# the large bead for microrheo measurements.

# select it with index 0:

bead_traj = a.get_trajectories_non_filament()[:, 0]

ax_i = ax[i]

ax_i.scatter(

bead_traj[:, 0], bead_traj[:, 1], s=0.5,

cmap='viridis', label='sim {:02}'.format(sim_index),

c=np.arange(len(bead_traj))

)

ax_i.legend()

ax_i.set_aspect('equal')

plt.show()
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A3 Performance of MR Simulations

A3.1 Varied Bead Size

As explained in section 3.1.5, polydisperse particle populations can have a large
impact on performance of the simulations, since the number of interaction com-
putations increases with the edge length of linked cells. In MR simulations, we
have only two different particle sizes (the MR bead and the filament beads), and
the choice of the (larger) MR bead size determines the edge length of the linked
cells. The average run time of simulations increases exponentially with the MR
bead radius, as shown in figure A3.1.
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Figure A3.1: Run times of MR simulations with microspheres of different radii.

A3.2 Networks of Different Densities

In the context of MR simulations, I conducted experiments with entangled and
cross-linked networks that were otherwise identical (section 6.3). However,
they were conducted on different computers and can not directly be compared.
Rather, I plotted only the run times against the number of filaments of the en-
tangled networks in figure A3.2. The entangled network simulations were split
onto two different machines as well, the batches are shown in two different
colors in the plot. The majority of simulations was run on a slower processor
(upper curve, green), that was able to run more simulations in parallel. The
other processor (lower curve, blue) has faster single core speed, but had less
cores available in total. Fits with

f (N; a, b, c) = a · Nb + c

were performed (dashed lines), and revealed an exponent of b ≈ 1.6. With-
out linked cells (or similar methods) we expect a relation t ∼ N2, while for
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Figure A3.2: Run times of MR simulations with different actin densities (differ-
ent number of actin filaments of uniform length).

monodisperse particles and linked cells, we expect a relation t ∼ Nb with
bmono ≳ 1. However, due to the MR bead increasing the edge length of the
linked cells, the exponent increases to b ≈ 1.6.

A4 Paust Fits

This section shows individual fits of the Paust fit model (equation 3.9) to en-
semble MSDs of the microrheology probe beads simulated in chapter 6. Note
that due to the weights of 1/τ, deviations from the fit at larger lag times are not
penalized as much as deviations at lower lag times.
Plots use linear scales, which is not customary for MSD plots. But the intricacies
of the fits for the lag time ranges used in this thesis lie especially in the details
of the transition from nearly free diffusion to subdiffusion, which appears at
the very low end of the lag time range when it appears at all. This can bet-
ter be spotted on linear scales. For example, compare the plots for a = 1.85x0
and a = 2.20x0 with the rest of the plots in figure A4.2 . The large errors for
a = 1.85x0 for B, C, D show, that they are not taken into account for the fit. This
is inverted for a = 2.20x0, where A does not find any consideration. The fit
model is not suited for these MSDs. The fits to the rest of the MSDs optimize all
parameters. The difference between the shapes of the MSD curves is at low lag
times, where all curves but those for a = 1.85x0, 2.20x0 show a transition from
steep slopes to less steep slopes.
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Figure A4.1: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of slippery MR beads (fig-
ure 6.2). Relative errors of fit parameters are shown in the plots.
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A4.2 Vary Actin Concentration
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Figure A4.2: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of sticky MR beads (sec-
tion 6.6). Relative errors of fit parameters are shown in the plots.
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Figure A4.3: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of MR beads in entangled net-
works with varied number of filaments (figure 6.11). Relative errors of fit pa-
rameters are shown in the plots. This figure covers number of filaments from
N = 606 to N = 1131, the rest are shown in the next figure.
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Figure A4.4: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of MR beads in entangled net-
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N = 1212 to N = 2599, the rest are shown in the previous figure.
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Figure A4.5: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of MR beads in cross-linked
networks with varied number of filaments (figure 6.15). Relative errors of fit
parameters are shown in the plots. This figure covers number of filaments from
N = 606 to N = 1131, the rest are shown in the next figure.
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Figure A4.6: Paust model fits to ensemble MSDs of MR beads in cross-linked
networks with varied number of filaments (figure 6.15). Relative errors of fit
parameters are shown in the plots. This figure covers number of filaments from
N = 1212 to N = 2599, the rest are shown in the previous figure.
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A5 Microrheology Simulations with Cytosim

Cytosim5 is a popular framework for simulations of actin and other compo-
nents of the cytoskeleton [11, 17, 38, 94]. Utilizing built-in features, one can
define spherical particles that can serve as passive microrheology (MR) probe
beads. This theoretically allows for simulations similar to those performed with
the bead state model simulation framework that were described in chapter 6.
In collaboration with Tharaphat Ruamsukkunlasak, to assess whether MR sim-
ulations (with properties similar to those in section 6.3) are feasible with cy-
tosim6, the run time of cytosim MR simulations was analyzed and the MSD of
MR beads was computed. During this assessment, simulations were limited to
104 steps, in contrast to the 2 · 105 and 4 · 105 steps used in section 6.3.

Simulations were conducted with MR probe beads of radius a = 2 µm and
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Figure A5.1: (Left) Run time of MR simulations with microspheres of different
radii using cytosim. Run times are shown for simulations with varying number
of filaments. (Right) The time it takes for one simulated time step with cytosim
compared with bead state model. Data is from simulations with microsphere
radius a = 4 µm.

a = 4 µm. The MR beads were made sticky, by defining attractive forces be-
tween MR beads and filaments, when the distance d between their centers is in
range a < d < a + 0.01 µm. The radius of the MR beads had a large impact on
the performance of the simulations, likely due to similar reasons as discussed
in section A3 (the large MR bead increases the size of the linked cells). The run
times are shown in figure A5.1 and compared to bead state model simulations.

5Project page: https://gitlab.com/f-nedelec/cytosim
6Processed data and configuration files to reproduce raw data are available here: https:

//doi.org/10.25625/EPTSUK.
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Increasing the bead by a factor of 2 from a = 2 µm to a = 4 µm leads to an
increase in run time by a factor of 3-4.
For comparison to bead state model simulations, only the MR beads of radius
a = 4 µm were used, as they approximately resemble those used in section 6.3.
Run times per simulation step are shown in figure A5.1 (right-hand side). Of
the bead state model simulations, only data of those conducted on an identi-
cal CPU as the cytosim simulations were used. Comparing the run times, one
can see that cytosim takes much more time to compute one simulation step
(approximately 45 times longer). From the performance comparison, it can be
concluded that bead state model is more suitable for MR simulations of entan-
gled networks.
For networks including cross-links or motors, this would have to be evaluated
separately (has not been done yet). Cross-links and motors severely increase the
rum time with bead state model (roughly by factor 8, due to slow pure python
implementation), but only slighly increase the run time with cytosim.

Using the actomyosin analyser package (see section 3.5), the MSDs of MR
beads were computed from their trajectories and are shown in figure A5.2. The
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Figure A5.2: cytosim MSDs

MSDs show nearly free diffusion (close to dashed line with slope 1), except
for the highest number of filaments, where the slope of the MSD decreases at
large lag times. This behaviour is different from MR beads in bead state model

simulations (see figure 6.11), where MSDs exhibit subdiffusive slopes for lower
filament numbers as well. This is likely caused by a difference in the mod-
els of actin filaments. Cytosim uses very thin filaments, with diameters more
closely resembling real cytoskeletal filaments. In contrast, in bead state model

filaments consist of large beads, which leads to rather large filament diame-
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ters. Large diameters lead to comparably large volumes occupied by filaments,
which in turn lead to a decreased mesh size. To achieve similar ratios of MR
bead radius to mesh size as in bead state model, in cytosim we would have to
either increase the number of actin filaments, increase the MR bead radius, or
increase the diameter of the filaments. These options have not yet been further
explored.

In conclusion, while cytosim can be used to conduct MR simulations, the simu-
lations perform worse (which has been demonstrated for entangled networks),
and require further adjustment to either decrease the mesh size or increase the
MR bead diameter.

A6 Contributions to ReaDDy

The actomyosin simulation framework presented in this thesis, bead state model,
is based on ReaDDy [64]. ReaDDy is a general particle simulation framework
and was not suitable for bead state model without some modifications. These
modifications were contributed to the ReaDDy project in the form of two feature
pull requests on ReaDDy’s github page, and are now part of ReaDDy’s code.

In order to depict my contributions in more detail than in chapter 4.1, the
changes made in the two aforementioned pull requests are described in the fol-
lowing two subsections.

A6.1 Self-fusion with Distance Threshold

Problem Definition

In the bead-state model, two polymers that are touching (or almost touching,
the reaction range can be specified and is set to 1.05 bead diameters per default)
can form a link, either via cross-links or motors. More precisely, the link is
formed between two beads of the state core of the bead chains, and the new
state link or motor is assigned to the beads between which the bond is formed.
Using the tools provided by ReaDDy, one can define this type of reaction as a
spatial topology reaction:

system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

"link: polymer(core) + polymer(core)"

"-> polymer(motor--motor)", ...

)

In ReaDDy, a topology is a structure consisting of two or more particles with
bonds between them. In the example code snippet above, the reaction is named
link, the topology type is named polymer. The particle type of the particles be-
tween which the reaction is defined is core. After the reaction, the two topolo-
gies merge into one topology of type polymer, and the type of the particles
changes to motor.
For two polymers, the above code would suffice. However, in a network of
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polymers, a problem occurs: the two polymers that would be elligible for the
bond formation, might be part of the same topology, which would prohibit the
reaction. This would lead to situations as depicted in figure 4.3 (left).
ReaDDy has the option to allow reactions within topologies via the self flag:

system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

"link: polymer(core) + polymer(core)"

"-> polymer(motor--motor) [self=true]", ...

)

However, this would allow two adjacent core beads of the same polymer to
turn into links/motors, which would quickly prohibit polymers to form links
with other polymers at all (since almost no beads of type core would remain).

Contributed Solution

To solve the problem stated above, I implemented the optional addition of a
distance parameter to the self flag:

system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

"link: polymer(core) + polymer(core)"

"-> polymer(motor--motor) [self=true, distance>6]",

...

)

In the example above, which is part of the bead state model code base, the pa-
rameter self=true allows the reaction to take place within the same topology,
while the parameter distance>6 limits this reaction to beads that have at least 6
bonds (edges in the topology graph) between them. This prevents keeps beads
within the same polymer from turning into a link pair. The resulting desired
behaviour is depicted in figure 4.3 (right).

To implement the solution above, I first implemented the feature of the dis-
tance parameter with a slightly different syntax. Then I created a pull request 7

on ReaDDy’s project repository, and made some slight changes to the interface
as requested by the ReaDDy developers. The page of the pull request states
that my contributions in their final form consisted of 385 new lines of code and
32 removed lines of code. These changes were made at 11 C++ files and two
config files. Included in these changes were automated tests that were passed
in ReaDDy’s automated continuous integration pipeline. The full conversations
with the ReaDDy developers and all changes I made to the ReaDDy code are
fully disclosed at the publically available pull request page. In addition, some
excerpts of the contributed code are shown below.

Excerpts of Contributed Code

In order to determine whether two particles (referred to as vertices of the graph
here) are connected via n or less bonds (referred to as edges of the graph), a

7Pull request #171: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/pull/171
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method was added to the Graph class. The following excerpt is from the file
readdy/main/model/topologies/graph/Graph.cpp:

53 bool Graph::areConnectedWithNOrLessEdges(

54 std::size_t n,

55 const Vertex &v1,

56 const Vertex &v2

57 ) const {

58 if (n==0) return false;

59 bool found = false;

60 for (const auto neigh: v1.neighbors()) {

61 if (neigh->particleIndex == v1.particleIndex) continue;

62 if (neigh->particleIndex == v2.particleIndex) {

63 return true;

64 }

65 found = areConnectedWithNOrLessEdges(n-1, *neigh, v2);

66 if (found) return true;

67 }

68 return false;

69 }

The method above comes to bare when reaction candidates are evaluated.
There can be multiple compute kernel implementations of these evaluations
[64]. At the time of my contribution, ReaDDy had two compute kernels, a se-
quential one named SCPU and a multiprocessing one named CPU. The following
excerpt from file kernels/cpu/src/actions/CPUEvaluateTopologyReactions.cpp
is part of CPU implementation. When the two particles under consideration
for the reaction are connected with n or less edges, the reaction is skipped
(reaction index is incremented and continue is invoked to jump to the next
reaction in queue) since it prohibted by the distance parameter:

298 if (reaction.allow_self_connection() &&

299 entry.topology_index == neighbor.topology_index) {

300 const auto& topol = model.topologies().at(

301 static_cast<std::size_t>(neighbor.topology_index)

302 );

303 const readdy::model::top::graph::Graph& gr = topol->graph();

304 const readdy::model::top::graph::Graph::vertex_ref& v1 =

topol->vertexForParticle(event.idx1);↪→

305 const readdy::model::top::graph::Graph::vertex_ref& v2 =

topol->vertexForParticle(event.idx2);↪→

306 if (gr.areConnectedWithNOrLessEdges(

307 reaction.min_graph_distance(), *v1, *v2)

308 ) {

309 ++reaction_index;

310 continue;

311 }

312 }
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Another important part of the feature contribution is in file
readdy/main/model/topologies/reactions/SpatialTopologyReaction.cpp as
part of the class STRParser. It deals with the parsing of the reaction descriptor
language, i.e. the string containing the options [self=true, distance>6]. The
following snippet looks for options in square brackets and determines whether
the self and distance parameters are present. Since at the time of implementa-
tion the self parameter always had to be present, a runtime error is thrown if it
is not:

191 if(std::regex_search(rhs, option_match, option_rx)) {

192 auto option_str = option_match.str();

193 std::vector<std::string> options = parse_options(

194 option_str.substr(1, option_str.length()-2)

195 );

196 if (!has_option_allow_self(options)) {

197 throw std::runtime_error(ERROR_MESSAGE_SELF_OPTION_MISSING);

198 }

199 reaction._mode = STRMode::TT_FUSION_ALLOW_SELF;

200 int d = get_distance(options);

201 if (d == -1) reaction._min_graph_distance = 0;

202 else reaction._min_graph_distance = (unsigned) d;

203 } else {

204 reaction._mode = STRMode::TT_FUSION;

205 }

For readability, several steps of the excerpt above were implemented in separate
methods:

218 std::vector<std::string> STRParser::parse_options(const

std::string &option_str) const {↪→

219 std::vector<std::string> options;

220 size_t pos = 0;

221 std::string s = option_str.substr();

222 std::string o;

223 while ((pos = s.find(",")) != std::string::npos) {

224 o = s.substr(0, pos);

225 readdy::util::str::trim(o);

226 options.push_back(o);

227 s.erase(0, pos + 1);

228 }

229 readdy::util::str::trim(s);

230 options.push_back(s);

231 return options;

232 }

233

234 bool STRParser::has_option_allow_self(const

std::vector<std::string> &options) const {↪→
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235 auto it = std::find(options.begin(),

236 options.end(),

237 "self=true");

238 if (it != options.end()) return true;

239 return false;

240 }

241

242 int STRParser::get_distance(const std::vector<std::string>

&options) const {↪→

243 for (auto &o: options) {

244 if(o.find("distance>") == std::string::npos) continue;

245 auto dist = std::stoi(o.substr(9));

246 return dist;

247 }

248 return -1;

249 }

A6.2 Dynamic Rates for Link Binding

Problem Definition

The reaction that allows core beads to form a bond and turn into a link/motor
pair is implemented as a spatial topology reaction in ReaDDy. The rate for spa-
tial topology reactions could only be specified as a constant value. This would
lead to the following issues for implementing bead-state model with ReaDDy:

1. The link binding rate would never decrease, no matter how many links
are already formed. This would correspond to a system with an infinite
reservoir of cross-links or motors. This also means that the number of
links and motors cannot be capped.

2. The total number of links in the system would be very hard to estimate.
As filaments form links, they are likely to stay in close contact (unless the
link bond breaks right away, but with relevant binding and unbinding
rates, eventually some polymers would form a bond for non-negligible
amounts of time ). This close proximity over a long period of time would
create more possibilities for more bonds to form. With uncapped number
of links, eventually all beads of the filaments would be linked to neigh-
boring filaments.

Contributed Solution

I implemented the option to use a function that computed a current rate instead
of a fixed rate. This feature was implemented in ReaDDy in C++, but I also
adapted the Python user interface to make the feature available through Python.
This allowed me to define an upper limit for the number of links/motors and a
linear decrease of the rate with the number of presently formed links/motors, as
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described in section 4.1.2 in the “Reaction Rates” subsection. This usage of the
contributed feature to ReaDDy in bead state model is only one example. The
feature was implemented in a generalized way that allows any kind of function
that returns a floating point number to be used as rate for spatial topology reac-
tions.

The feature contribution started with a discussion with the ReaDDy develop-
ers after I created an issue8 on their project repository. After this discussion I
started working on the feature implementation and created a pull request9.
The page of the pull request states that my contributions in their final form con-
sisted of 506 new lines of code and 208 removed lines of code. These changes
were made at 8 files of the C++ code base, 5 Python and C++ files of the C++/Python
interface, and several config files and submodules. Included in these changes
were automated tests that were passed in ReaDDy’s automated continuous in-
tegration pipeline for the C++ code as well as the C++/Python interface. The
full conversations with the ReaDDy developers and all changes I made to the
ReaDDy code are fully disclosed at the publically available pull request page.
In addition, some excerpts of the contributed code are shown below.

Excerpts of Contributed Code

Most of the changes I made on the C++ side of ReaDDy are scattered over multi-
ple files in many different places, and cannot be displayed here nicely. For those
changes I want to refer again to the pull request page (see above). Instead, I
want to highlight the changes to the C++/Python interface and the Python user
interface here.
At the interface of C++ and Python, for which ReaDDy uses the pybind11 li-
brary10, I introduced a new method add spatial reaction with rate function

to the Python class TopologyRegistry, which is defined in file
wrappers/python/src/cxx/api/ExportKernelContext.cpp:

187 py::class_<TopologyRegistry>(module, "TopologyRegistry")

188 .def("add_spatial_reaction_with_rate_function",

189 [](TopologyRegistry &self, const std::string &descriptor,

190 spatial_rate_function_sink rate_function,

191 scalar radius) {

192 self.addSpatialReaction(descriptor, rate_function,

radius);↪→

193 }

194 )

The spatial rate function sink is defined in
wrappers/python/src/cxx/api/PyTopology.h to be a callable that takes two
graph topologies as inputs and returns a rate function::result type, which
is a double precision float in most cases:

8Issue #191: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/issues/191
9Pull request #192: https://github.com/readdy/readdy/pull/192

10Project repository: https://github.com/pybind/pybind11
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75 struct spatial_rate_function_sink {

76 std::shared_ptr<pybind11::function> f;

77 explicit spatial_rate_function_sink(const pybind11::function& f)

: f(std::make_shared<pybind11::function>(f)) {};↪→

78

79 inline readdy::model::top::reactions::SpatialTopologyReaction::\

80 rate_function::result_type operator()(

81 const readdy::model::top::GraphTopology& top1,

82 const readdy::model::top::GraphTopology& top2

83 ) {

84 pybind11::gil_scoped_acquire gil;

85 PyTopology pyTop1

(&const_cast<readdy::model::top::GraphTopology&>(top1));↪→

86 PyTopology pyTop2

(&const_cast<readdy::model::top::GraphTopology&>(top2));↪→

87 auto t1 = pybind11::cast(&pyTop1,

pybind11::return_value_policy::automatic_reference);↪→

88 auto t2 = pybind11::cast(&pyTop2,

pybind11::return_value_policy::automatic_reference);↪→

89 auto rv = (*f)(*(t1.cast<PyTopology*>()),

*(t2.cast<PyTopology*>()));↪→

90 return rv.cast<readdy::model::top::reactions::\

91 SpatialTopologyReaction::rate_function::result_type>();

92 }

93 };

To make sure that the implemented feature works as intended through the
Python user interface,
wrappers/python/src/python/readdy/tests/test topology reactions.py

contains an acceptance test that gets executed automatically as part of ReaDDy’s
continuous integration pipeline. The methods that get executed are first two
that start with the test prefix. The other defined methods get called by these
first two:

169 def test_spatial_reaction_rate_function_SingleCPU(self):

170 self.spatial_reaction_rate_function("SingleCPU")

171

172 def test_spatial_reaction_rate_function_CPU(self):

173 self.spatial_reaction_rate_function("CPU")

174

175 @staticmethod

176 def spatial_reaction_rate_function(kernel):

177 """

178 Create a small simulation of 4 polymers that

179 form arranged as a square. Heads of the polymers

180 are close, such that they could bind.

181 The rate function should allow only two
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182 of the polymers to bind, so that we end up with

183 2 pairs of two connected polymers.

184 """

185 def rate_function(top1, top2):

186 vert1 = top1.get_graph().get_vertices()

187 vert2 = top2.get_graph().get_vertices()

188 if len(vert1) + len(vert2) > 12:

189 return 0.0

190 return 1e10

191

192 system = readdy.ReactionDiffusionSystem(box_size=[30., 30.,

30.])↪→

193 system.topologies.add_type("Polymer")

194 system.add_topology_species("Head", 0.002)

195 system.add_topology_species("Core", 0.002)

196

197 system.topologies.configure_harmonic_bond("Head", "Core",

force_constant=50, length=1.)↪→

198 system.topologies.configure_harmonic_bond("Core", "Core",

force_constant=50, length=1.)↪→

199

200 system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

201 "Association: Polymer(Head) + Polymer(Head) ->

Polymer(Core--Core)",↪→

202 rate=rate_function, radius=2.0

203 )

204

205 simulation = system.simulation(kernel=kernel)

206 types_and_positions =

TestTopologyReactions._get_polymer_types_and_positions()↪→

207 for t, p in types_and_positions:

208 top = simulation.add_topology("Polymer", t, p)

209 for i in range(5):

210 top.get_graph().add_edge(i, i+1)

211

212 simulation.run(10, 1.)

213

214 np.testing.assert_equal(2, len(simulation.current_topologies))

215

216 @staticmethod

217 def _get_polymer_types_and_positions():

218 """

219 Construct a square of 4 polymers.

220 """

221 types_and_positions = [

222 TestTopologyReactions._get_types_and_positions_polymer_1(),
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223 TestTopologyReactions._get_types_and_positions_polymer_2(),

224 TestTopologyReactions._get_types_and_positions_polymer_3(),

225 TestTopologyReactions._get_types_and_positions_polymer_4()

226 ]

227

228 return types_and_positions

229

230 @staticmethod

231 def _get_types_and_positions_polymer_1():

232 types = ["Head"] + ["Core"]*4 + ["Head"]

233 positions = np.zeros((6, 3))

234 positions[:, 0] = np.arange(6)

235 return types, positions

236

237 @staticmethod

238 def _get_types_and_positions_polymer_2():

239 types = ["Head"] + ["Core"]*4 + ["Head"]

240 positions = np.zeros((6, 3))

241 positions[:, 0] = 5

242 positions[:, 1] = np.arange(0, -6, -1)

243 positions[:, 2] = 1

244 return types,positions

245

246 @staticmethod

247 def _get_types_and_positions_polymer_3():

248 types = ["Head"] + ["Core"]*4 + ["Head"]

249 positions = np.zeros((6, 3))

250 positions[:, 0] = np.arange(5, -1, -1)

251 positions[:, 1] = -5

252 return types, positions

253

254 @staticmethod

255 def _get_types_and_positions_polymer_4():

256 types = ["Head"] + ["Core"]*4 + ["Head"]

257 positions = np.zeros((6, 3))

258 positions[:, 1] = np.arange(6) - 5

259 positions[:, 2] = 1

260 return types, positions
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A7 Code Listings

L1 Source Code Excerpt: Cut-off distance in ReaDDy’s Linked
Cells

The following code was copied from file readdy/main/model/Context.cpp (ReaDDy
version 2.0.12). It implements the calculcateMaxCutoff method of the Context

class. The max cutoff is determined as the maximum cut-off across all interac-
tions / potentials and reactions.

scalar Context::calculateMaxCutoff() const {

scalar max_cutoff{0};

for (const auto &entry : potentials().potentialsOrder2()) {

for (const auto &potential : entry.second) {

max_cutoff = std::max(max_cutoff,

potential->getCutoffRadius());

}

}

for (const auto &entry : reactions().order2()) {

for (const auto &reaction : entry.second) {

max_cutoff = std::max(max_cutoff,

reaction->eductDistance());

}

}

for (

const auto &entry : _topologyRegistry.spatialReactionRegistry()

) {

for (const auto &reaction : entry.second) {

max_cutoff = std::max(max_cutoff, reaction.radius());

}

}

return max_cutoff;

}

L2 Source Code Excerpt: Definition of Link Binding

The following excerpt was taken from the bead state model source code. It
defines the reaction between two polymer/filament particles of type core, cre-
ating a bond between them, and turning them into particles of type motor.

if rate_motor_bind > 0:

if n_max_motors is None:

rate = rate_motor_bind

else:

# If n_max_motors is not None, a dynamic function

# to determine the rate has to be defined.

# Function takes into account the topologies
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# top1 and top2, between which the motor binding

# is about to occur.

def _rate_func(top1, top2):

# fh is an instance of the FilamentHandler class

return fh.rate_function_max_motor_count(

top1, top2, rate_motor_bind,

n_max_motors

)

rate = _rate_func

react_str = ("link: filament(core) + filament(core) "

"-> filament(motor--motor)"

f"[self=true, distance>{min_network_distance-1}]")

system.topologies.add_spatial_reaction(

react_str, rate=rate, radius=reaction_radius_motor_binding

)

L3 Source Code Excerpt: Definition of Motor Step Recipe

The following excerpt was taken from the bead state model source code. It
contains the function/method of the FilamentHandler class, that creates the
recipe for the motor step reaction. Recipes allow users of the ReaDDy simula-
tion framework [64] to define arbitrary reactions within one topology. A topol-
ogy is a set of particles connected via bonds between those particles. A recipe
can be used to add bonds (add edge), remove bonds (remove edge), and change
particles types.

def reaction_function_motor_step(

self,

topology

) -> readdy.StructuralReactionRecipe:

recipe = readdy.StructuralReactionRecipe(topology)

top_id = self._get_topology_id(topology)

motors = self._get_motors(top_id)

if len(motors) == 0:

return recipe

self._update_required = True

map_pid_to_vid =\

self._build_map_particle_id_to_vertex_index(topology)

motor_id = motors[

np.random.choice(len(motors))

]

fwd_neighbor_id = self.links[motor_id, 1]

if self.links[fwd_neighbor_id, 1] == -1:

# forward neighbor is head of filament: do nothing
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return recipe

if self.links[fwd_neighbor_id, 2] != -1:

# forward neighbor is cross-link or motor: do nothing

return recipe

linked_motor_id = self.links[motor_id, 2]

recipe.remove_edge(map_pid_to_vid[motor_id],

map_pid_to_vid[linked_motor_id])

self.links[motor_id, 2] = -1

recipe.change_particle_type(map_pid_to_vid[motor_id], "core")

recipe.change_particle_type(map_pid_to_vid[fwd_neighbor_id],

"motor")

recipe.add_edge(map_pid_to_vid[fwd_neighbor_id],

map_pid_to_vid[linked_motor_id])

self.links[fwd_neighbor_id, 2] = linked_motor_id

self.links[linked_motor_id, 2] = fwd_neighbor_id

self.map_topology_id_to_motors[top_id].remove(motor_id)

self.map_topology_id_to_motors[top_id].append(fwd_neighbor_id)

return recipe

L4 Example: Create Network

Script create network.py of the example in section 4.1.5 It creates a network of
filaments.

import os

import time

import numpy as np

from bead_state_model.network_assembly.create_network_simple \

import CreateNetworkSimple

os.makedirs('initial_state', exist_ok=True)

np.random.seed(np.uint32(hash(str(time.time()))))

"""

CreateNetworkSimple generates random entangled networks,

i.e. filaments without any cross-links or motors.

Reduce the number of filaments and/or beads if you want to

speed up the network assembly and the simulation.

"""

n_filaments = 300

n_beads_per_filament = 15
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# size of simulation BOX

box = np.array([20., 20., 20.])

# parameters for bending (determines persistence length) and

# stretching between beads

k_bend = 26.0

k_stretch = 20.0

system = CreateNetworkSimple(

box=box,

k_bend=k_bend,

k_stretch=k_stretch,

n_filaments=n_filaments,

n_beads_per_filament=n_beads_per_filament

)

system.run(verbose=True)

system.write(folder='initial_state')

print("done")

L5 Example: Run Simulation

Script run simulation.py of the example in section 4.1.5. It runs a simulation
of the network created with the script in the previous listing.

import os

from bead_state_model import Simulation, Parameters

def main():

if not os.path.exists('initial_state'):

print("No folder initial_state found. Run the script "

"create_network.py before run_simulation.py")

return

box, k_stretch, k_bend =\

Parameters.load_parameters_from_generated_network(

'initial_state/config.json'

)

parameters = Parameters(

box_size=box,

k_bend=k_bend,

k_stretch=k_stretch,

n_beads_max=5000,

rate_motor_bind=0.1, # set this to 0 if you want to

# disable links
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rate_motor_step=0.0, # assign a positive value here for

# links to behave like motors

# instead of passive cross-links

n_max_motors=500 # this limits the maximum number of

# motors/links in a simulation

)

s = Simulation(output_folder='simulation_output',

parameters=parameters)

# Add filaments/beads from file initial_state/beads.txt .

s.add_filaments('initial_state/beads.txt')

# record one frame every 100 time steps

observation_interval = 100

n_steps = 2000

dt = 0.006

s.run(n_steps, dt, observation_interval)

if __name__ == "__main__":

main()

L6 Plot 10 randomly selected filaments

The following code was used to generate the plot in figure 4.6.

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis.analyser import Analyser

dr = DataReader('simulation_output/data.h5')

analyser = Analyser(dr, 'simulation_output/analysis.h5')

coordinates = analyser.get_trajectories_filaments()

filaments = analyser.get_filaments()

# select 10 indices

selected_indices = np.random.choice(

np.arange(len(filaments[0])),

10

)

for idx in selected_indices:

c_idx = coordinates[0, filaments[0][idx].items]
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x = c_idx[:, 0]

y = c_idx[:, 1]

plt.plot(x, y, '-o')

plt.xlabel('$x/x_0$')

plt.ylabel('$y/x_0$')

plt.gca().set(

aspect='equal'

)

plt.show()

L7 Plot length distributions

The following code was used to generate the plot in figure 4.7.

from typing import Union, List, Tuple

import argparse

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

import numpy as np

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis.analyser import Analyser

from actomyosin_analyser.analysis import geometry

from scipy.stats import gaussian_kde

def main(frames: List[int],

style: Union[str, None]):

if style is not None:

plt.style.use(style)

fig, ax = plt.subplots(1, 1)

dr = DataReader('simulation_output/data.h5')

analyser = Analyser(dr, 'analysis.h5')

_plot_length_distributions(ax, analyser, frames)

fig.tight_layout()

fig.savefig('distributions.svg')

def _plot_length_distributions(
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ax: plt.Axes,

analyser: Analyser,

frames: List[int]

):

kdes = []

global_min = 1e5

global_max = 0.0

for f in frames:

kde, min_, max_ = _get_lengths_kde_single_frame(

analyser, f)

global_min = min(global_min, min_)

global_max = max(global_max, max_)

kdes.append(kde)

x = np.linspace(global_min, global_max, 200)

for i, f in enumerate(frames):

kde = kdes[i]

ax.plot(x, kde(x), label=f'frame {f:02}')

ax.legend()

ax.set(

xlabel='$l / x_0$',

ylabel='density',

title='Length distributions'

)

def _get_lengths_kde_single_frame(

analyser: Analyser,

frame: int

) -> Tuple[gaussian_kde, float, float]:

coords = analyser.get_trajectories_filaments()[frame]

filaments = analyser.get_filaments()[frame]

box = analyser.data_reader.read_box_size()

box = np.array([box[1, 0] - box[0, 0],

box[1, 1] - box[0, 1],

box[1, 2] - box[0, 2]])

lengths = []

for f in filaments:

fcoords = coords[f.items]

v_segments = geometry.get_minimum_image_vector(

fcoords[:-1], fcoords[1:], box)

d = np.sqrt(np.sum(v_segments**2, 1))
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lengths.append(d)

lengths = np.concatenate(lengths)

kde = gaussian_kde(lengths)

return kde, lengths.min(), lengths.max()

if __name__ == "__main__":

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument('frames', type=int, nargs='+')

parser.add_argument('--style', '-s')

args = parser.parse_args()

main(args.frames, args.style)

L8 Default parameters used in chapter 5

Default parameters listed in toml syntax. Note that most simulations have their
parameters stored in json files ("parameters.json"), but I changed the default
to toml files ("parameters.toml") due to better human-readability.

[parameters]

box_size = [ 60.0, 60.0, 60.0,]

k_bend = 26.0

k_stretch = 20.0

n_beads_max = 25

diffusion_const = 1.0

min_network_distance = 6

rate_motor_step = 0.0

rate_motor_bind = 0.0

rate_motor_unbind = 0.0

reaction_radius_motor_binding = 1.05

rate_attach = 0.0

rate_detach = 0.0

k_repulsion = 80.0

[run-parameters]

n_steps = 10000000

dt = 0.001

observation_interval = 500
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L9 MR Example: Parameters

{

"box_size": [60.0, 60.0, 60.0],

"rate_motor_step": 3.0,

"rate_motor_bind": 2.0,

"rate_motor_unbind": 1.0,

"min_network_distance": 6,

"reaction_radius_motor_binding": 1.05,

"k_bend": 26.0,

"k_stretch": 20.0,

"microrheology_bead": {

"radius": 7.41,

"k_repulsion": 800.0

},

"dt": 0.001,

"n_steps": 100,

"observation_interval": 5,

"n_max_motors": 1000,

"n_beads_max": 20000

}

L10 MR Example: Create Networks

"""

Creates a few networks and writes all coordinates and links (forming

filaments) into folder `initial_states`.

After this, you should run the script `run_equilibration.py`, and

finally `run_simulations.py`.

2020-06-17 -- Ilyas Kuhlemann

"""

from typing import Dict, Any

import argparse

import os

import time

import json

from multiprocessing.pool import Pool

import numpy as np

import pandas as pd

from bead_state_model.network_assembly.create_network import\

AcceptanceRateHandlerBeadInNetwork

from bead_state_model.network_assembly.create_network_simple import\

CreateNetworkSimple
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# read some parameter from default config

with open('default_params.json', 'rt') as fp:

config = json.load(fp)

# size of simulation BOX

# (with periodic boundary conditions)

box = np.array(config['box_size'])

# Parameters for filament stiffness

k_bend = config['k_bend']

k_stretch = config['k_stretch']

# default = 7.41 = 4 microns / 0.54 microns

# (see documentation on tuning the length scale):

radius_bead = config['microrheology_bead']['radius']

k_repulsion = config['microrheology_bead']['k_repulsion']

def create_network(folder: str) -> Dict[str, Any]:

"""

Create a network with global parameters defined in this file.

Write final state to specified folder.

:return: Dictionary with information on created network,

e.g. number of filaments, beads per filament, etc.

"""

np.random.seed(np.uint32(hash(folder + str(time.time()))))

system = CreateNetworkSimple(

box=box,

k_bend=k_bend,

k_stretch=k_stretch,

n_filaments=700,

n_beads_per_filament=25

)

arh = AcceptanceRateHandlerBeadInNetwork(

n_batch=30,

radius=radius_bead,

k_repulsion=k_repulsion,

position=box/2

)

system.acceptance_rate_handler = arh

system.run(verbose=False)

system.write(folder)

print('created \'{}\''.format(folder))

return system.get_info()
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def load_index() -> pd.DataFrame:

"""

Load index if it exists, prepare an empty data frame if

it does not.

"""

fname = 'initial_states/index.csv'

if os.path.exists(fname):

return pd.read_csv(fname)

return pd.DataFrame(columns=['index',

'n_filaments',

'n_beads_max',

'n_beads_mean',

'n_beads_std',

'n_beads_total'])

if __name__ == "__main__":

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument(

'number_of_processes', type=int,

help=("Number of processes to run in parallel, "

"adjust this to match the number of threads "

"you want to use.")

)

args = parser.parse_args()

pool = Pool(args.number_of_processes)

indices = list(range(6))

folders = ['initial_states/network{:03}'.format(i)

for i in indices]

os.makedirs('initial_states', exist_ok=True)

# run create network algorithm with n_proc processes in parallel

results = pool.map(create_network, folders)

network_index = load_index()

# add created networks to index

for idx, res in zip(indices, results):

network_index.loc[len(network_index)] = [

idx,

res['n_filaments'],

res['n_beads_max'],

res['n_beads_mean'],

res['n_beads_std'],

res['n_beads_total']

]

network_index.to_csv('initial_states/index.csv', index=None)
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L11 MR Example: Run Equilibrations

import argparse

import json

import os

import time

from multiprocessing import Pool

from typing import Dict, Any, Sequence, List

import numpy as np

import pandas as pd

from readdy import ReactionDiffusionSystem

from bead_state_model import Simulation, BaseSetupHandler

_ParamSet = Dict[str, Any]

def main(n_processes: int):

network_index = pd.read_csv('initial_states/index.csv')

network_index = np.array(network_index['index']).astype(int)

parameter_sets = _generate_parameter_sets(network_index)

pool = Pool(n_processes)

results = pool.map(run_equilibration, parameter_sets)

r = np.array(results)

# store some information on run time of each simulation

np.savetxt('duration_of_equilibrations.txt', r, header='# run_time')

def run_equilibration(params: _ParamSet) -> float:

params = params.copy()

idx = params.pop('index')

idx_network = idx

print('running equilibration {:03}'.format(idx))

t_start = time.time()

output_folder = params.pop('out_dir')

obs_interval = params.pop('observation_interval')

n_steps = params.pop('n_steps')

dt = params.pop('dt')

box = np.array(params['box_size'])

mr_bead_parameters = params.pop('microrheology_bead')
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folder_network = 'initial_states/network{:03}'.format(idx_network)

file_beads = os.path.join(folder_network, 'beads.txt')

file_config = os.path.join(folder_network, 'config.json')

with open(file_config, 'rt') as fp:

config = json.load(fp)

bead_position = np.array(config['acceptance_rate_handler']

['bead_position']) - box / 2

bead_diffusion_const = 0.5 / mr_bead_parameters['radius']

mr_bead_setup_handler = MRBeadSetupHandler(

mr_bead_parameters['radius'],

mr_bead_parameters['k_repulsion']

)

s = Simulation(

output_folder=output_folder,

parameters=params,

non_filament_particles={'bead': bead_diffusion_const},

interaction_setup_handler=mr_bead_setup_handler

)

s.add_non_filament_particles(bead=bead_position[np.newaxis, :])

s.add_filaments(file_beads)

s.run(n_steps, dt, obs_interval, mute=True)

t_end = time.time()

t = t_end - t_start

print('done with equilibration {}'.format(idx))

return t

class MRBeadSetupHandler(BaseSetupHandler):

def __init__(self, radius: float, k_repulsion: float):

self._radius = radius

self._k_repulsion = k_repulsion

def __call__(self, system: ReactionDiffusionSystem):

for other in ['core', 'head', 'tail', 'motor']:

system.potentials.add_harmonic_repulsion(

"bead", other,

force_constant=self._k_repulsion,

interaction_distance=.5 + self._radius

)
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@staticmethod

def from_config_dict(d: Dict[str, Any]) -> 'MRBeadSetupHandler':

return MRBeadSetupHandler(**d)

def to_config_dict(self) -> Dict[str, Any]:

return {'radius': self._radius, 'k_repulsion': self._k_repulsion}

def _generate_parameter_sets(

network_index: Sequence[int]

) -> List[_ParamSet]:

out_dir = 'initial_states_equilibrated'

os.makedirs(out_dir, exist_ok=True)

with open('default_params.json', 'rt') as fh:

default_config = json.load(fh)

parameter_sets = []

for i in network_index:

# default parameter are read from config file

params = default_config.copy()

# add parameters for run_equilibration function

params['index'] = int(i)

params['out_dir'] = os.path.join(out_dir, 'network{:03}'.format(i))

# most important parameters to overwrite for equilibration:

# number of steps (to have comparably short simulations),

# time step (to safely remove overlaps of particles)

params['n_steps'] = int(6e3)

params['observation_interval'] = int(2e3)

params['dt'] = 1e-6

# don't allow motor binding in equilibration

params['rate_motor_bind'] = 0.0

parameter_sets.append(params)

return parameter_sets

if __name__ == "__main__":

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument('number_of_processes', type=int)

args = parser.parse_args()

main(args.number_of_processes)
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L12 MR Example: Run Simulations

import argparse

import json

import os

import time

from multiprocessing import Pool

from typing import Dict, Sequence, List, Any

import numpy as np

import pandas as pd

from bead_state_model import Simulation

# Parameters to be varied in the simulations. The default

# has 4 values for rate_motor_bind, and 6 different initial_states,

# leading to 4*6 = 24 simulations.

from bead_state_model.data_reader import DataReader

from run_equilibrations import MRBeadSetupHandler

varied_parameters = {

'rate_motor_bind': [0.0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5],

'initial_state_index': np.arange(6)

}

# The index offset. Adjust this, if you already ran this script, and

# later want to run some more (e.g. a repetition with the same

# parameters, because you need to aggregate more data, or a set of

# different variations of rate_motor_bind/initial_state_index.

offset = 0

n_repetitions = 2

ParamSet = Dict[str, Any]

def main(n_processes: int):

"""

This function gets executed when you run the script

with `python run_simulation.py`. The call

of the function happens at the very end of this script.

"""

parameter_table = _create_parameter_table(

varied_parameters, 2, offset

)

if not os.path.exists('simulations'):

os.mkdir('simulations')
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fname_sim_index = 'simulations/simulation_index.csv'

_write_parameter_table(parameter_table, fname_sim_index)

parameter_sets = _generate_parameter_sets(parameter_table)

pool = Pool(n_processes)

results = pool.map(run_simulation, parameter_sets)

r = np.array(results)

# store some information on run time of each simulation

np.savetxt('duration_of_simulations.txt', r, header='# run_time')

def run_simulation(parameters: ParamSet) -> float:

# copy and retrieve via pop to trim the parameters

# down to valid parameters for the Simulation class

parameters = parameters.copy()

idx = parameters.pop('index')

print('running simulation {:03}'.format(idx))

t_start = time.time()

output_folder = parameters.pop('out_dir')

dt = parameters.pop('dt')

n_steps = parameters.pop('n_steps')

obs_interval = parameters.pop('observation_interval')

network_index = parameters.pop('initial_state_index')

mr_bead_parameters = parameters.pop('microrheology_bead')

# get diffusion constant by calculating the radius relative

# to polymeric bead radius (set to 0.5)

mr_bead_diffusion_const = 0.5/mr_bead_parameters['radius']

mr_bead_setup_handler = MRBeadSetupHandler(

radius=mr_bead_parameters['radius'],

k_repulsion=mr_bead_parameters['k_repulsion']

)

s = Simulation(

output_folder=output_folder,

parameters=parameters,

non_filament_particles={'bead': mr_bead_diffusion_const},

interaction_setup_handler=mr_bead_setup_handler

)

init_state_file = os.path.join(

'initial_states_equilibrated',

'network{:03}'.format(network_index),

'data.h5'

)

mr_bead_coordinates = _get_mr_bead_coordinates(init_state_file)

s.add_non_filament_particles(bead=mr_bead_coordinates)
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s.add_filaments(init_state_file)

s.run(n_steps, dt, obs_interval, mute=True)

t_end = time.time()

t = t_end - t_start

print('done with simulation {:03}'.format(idx))

return t

def _get_mr_bead_coordinates(init_state_file) -> np.ndarray:

dr = DataReader(init_state_file)

positions_final_frame = dr.read_particle_positions(

minimum_image=True

)[-1]

# there is only a single mr bead, it's the first particle in the array:

coords = positions_final_frame[0]

return coords[np.newaxis, :]

def _create_parameter_table(

params_dict: Dict[str, Sequence[float]],

multiplier: int, idx_offset: int = 0

) -> pd.DataFrame:

"""

Create parameter sets. Iterate over all combinations defined in

``param_dict``, and store combinations in a DataFrame.

:param params_dict: Defines which values should be varied for the

simulations, all combinations will be created

and stored in a DataFrame.

:param multiplier: Defines number of repetitions for each unique

parameter combination.

:param idx_offset: Offset of indices for DataFrame (use this if

your index already contains parameters from

previous runs).

:return: DataFrame with sequential integer index (starting at

idx_offset, ending at

idx_offset + n_combinations * multiplier), and one

column per varied parameter.

"""

labels = []

params = []

for lbl in sorted(params_dict.keys()):

labels.append(lbl)

params.append(params_dict[lbl])
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n_param_sets = multiplier

for p in params:

n_param_sets = n_param_sets * len(p)

table = pd.DataFrame(columns=labels)

p_set = [[p[0] for p in params]]

filled_sets = pd.DataFrame(p_set * multiplier, columns=labels)

table = table.append(filled_sets)

for j, p in enumerate(params):

lbl = labels[j]

for k, pp in enumerate(p[1:]):

param_sets_k = filled_sets.copy()

param_sets_k[lbl] = pp

table = table.append(param_sets_k)

filled_sets = table.copy()

table.index = np.arange(len(table)) + idx_offset

return table

def _write_parameter_table(table: pd.DataFrame, fname: str):

if os.path.exists(fname):

# Add parameter sets to existing index e.g. from previous run

# of this script. Adjust offset accordingly! Index needs to have

# the exact same columns defined, i.e. the varied parameters have

# to identical as in any previous runs.

old_param_sets = pd.read_csv(fname, index_col=0)

combined_param_sets = pd.concat([old_param_sets, table])

if len(combined_param_sets.index.unique()) \

!= len(combined_param_sets.index):

msg = "tried to concatenate old and new index tables, but "

msg += "some indices appear in both tables"

raise RuntimeError(msg)

combined_param_sets.to_csv(fname)

return

# Save index.

table.to_csv(fname)

def _generate_parameter_sets(table: pd.DataFrame) -> List[ParamSet]:

with open('default_params.json', 'rt') as fh:

default_config = json.load(fh)

param_list = []

# for i in range(offset, offset+len(param_sets)):

for i in table.index:

# load default parameters

params = default_config.copy()

# get current parameter set as dictionary
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d = table.loc[i].to_dict()

# add entry required for ``run_sim`` function

d['index'] = i

params['out_dir'] = os.path.join('simulations',

'out{:04}'.format(i))

# update copy of default params with varied params

params.update(d)

param_list.append(params)

return param_list

if __name__ == "__main__":

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

parser.add_argument('number_of_processes', type=int)

args = parser.parse_args()

main(args.number_of_processes)
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